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1. WELCOME AND DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS (V)  

 Welcome to new Board Members and annual ‘Register of Interests’ 
declaration. 

   

2. MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING 
(P)  

 To include:- 
 
(i)  LEP Review (MB); 
 
(ii)  Freeport Update (KM); and 
  
(iii)  LGF Data Return (JF). 

  (Pages 1 - 12) 
 

3. BOARD MEMBERS' FEEDBACK (V)  

 Board Members each invited to provide a brief 2-3 minute update on their 
organisation and wider sector to include views on the opening up of the 
economy and the challenges and opportunities this is presenting for them. 
Particularly welcome update on COP26 from the Metro Mayor and how 
Board Members organisations and sectors are responding to it. 

   

4. PLAN FOR PROSPERITY (PR AND P)  

 The Combined Authority to present the draft City Region Plan for 
Prosperity which will set out the strategic framework for the City Region’s 
growth and wellbeing for the next 10 years. Board Members are invited to 
comment on this and we will allow time for discussion of this important 
item. 

  (Pages 13 - 18) 
 

5. VCFSE SECTOR MANIFESTO (PR)  

 Presentation of the Manifesto for the Voluntary Sector. 

   



6. NATIONAL LOCAL GROWTH ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK (P)  

 To receive the amended assurance framework ahead of approval at the 
Liverpool City Region Combined Authority meeting on 26 November. 

  (Pages 19 - 82) 
 

7. CHAIR'S UPDATE (V)  

 The Chair to update the Board on recent activity; Private Sector Board and 
Sector Chair’s Dinner on 25th with Katherine Fairclough, the German 
Ambassador Visit and the Dubai Expo. 

   

8. ANY OTHER BUSINESS  

 Dates for meetings in 2022. 
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP 
 
 
At a meeting of the Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership held Remotely 

on Thursday, 23 September 2021 the following Members were 
 

 
PRESENT: 
Mr A Hamid MBE (Chairperson of the Board) 
Paul Corcoran  
Prof Dame Janet Beer 
Elaine Bowker 
Lynn Collins  
Laura Pye 
Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram 
Angela White OBE 
 
ALSO IN ATTENDANCE: 
 
Mark Basnett, Managing Director LCR LEP  
Tony Wade, Finance Director, LCR LEP  
Dr Aileen Jones, Interim Executive Director of Commissioning and Strategic Delivery, 
LCRCA 
Kirsty McLean, Executive Director of Policy, Strategy and Government Relations, LCRCA 
Tony Reeves, CEX Liverpool CC  
Simon Reid, Growth Platform 
Pete Sandman, Growth Platform 
Ben Flanagan,  
Mick Allen, BEIS 
 
APOLOGIES: 
Melinda Acutt 
Mayor Joanne Anderson 
Dr Jonathan Hague 
Mike Hulme 
Mark Whitworth 
Councillor Janette Williamson 
 
Jill Coule, Chief Legal and Monitoring Officer, LCRCA 
John Fogarty, Executive Director of Corporate Services, LCRCA 
 
481. WELCOME AND DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS (V)  
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE opened the meeting and welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 
No Declarations of interest were submitted by Board Members, but the Chair requested that 
any Board Members provide notification of interests as soon as possible either by e-mail or 
verbally during the meeting. 
 
482. MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING (P)  
 
The minutes of the Board Meeting held on 22 July 2021 were considered. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE, asked Mark Basnett to provide an update on any matters 
arising. 
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Mark Basnett, Managing Director of the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) checked that 
everyone was happy with the minutes as an accurate record of the last meeting.  He noted 
that the minutes were very detailed.  He requested that in future, in relation to the update 
section, the content would be kept to a minimum and with more detail on the other 
substantial items where the decisions were made.   
 
Board Members agreed the minutes as a correct record. 
 
Mark Basnett, Managing Director of the Local Enterprise Partnership referred to a number of 
matters arising from the minutes:- 
 
LCR Freeport 
 
At the last meeting, it was agreed to recommend the appointment of Tom O’Brien as Chair to 
the Leaders of Mayors of the City Region and Mark Beardwood as a member. Mark Basnett 
indicated that both Tom and Mark were pleased to accept their appointments. 
 
He added that 3 places on the Board remained to be filled.  Following the direction from the 
LEP Board to ensure diversity on the Freeport Board, the Special Appointments Committee 
was reconvened and several candidates were interviewed.  The Committee recommended 
the appointment of Heather Akehurst and Barbara Sanderson.  Mark provided a pen portrait 
of each candidate’s background and expertise.  This recommendation was also due for 
consideration and endorsement by the City Region Leaders and Mayor shortly. 
Kirsty McLean, Executive Director of Policy, Strategy and Government Relations endorsed 
Mark Basnett’s comments and that the Board was comprised of a good mix of skills to take 
the Freeport forward. 
 
Mark Basnett also mentioned that there was one vacancy on the Freeport Board, but the 
Appointments Committee was of the view that it would be useful to hold back one vacancy, 
in the event that another particular expertise or person was identified. 
 
The Board agreed the recommendations in relation to the Freeport Board appointments. 
 
Kirsty McLean, Executive Director of Policy, Strategy and Government Relations provided a 
brief update on progress with the Freeport bid. She explained that the Outline Business 
Case was submitted to Government by the deadline and it was subject to sign off by the 
Combined Authority later that week.  Government had already started going through the 
detail and a three-hour meeting had taken place with the Treasury the previous day which 
had provided good feedback so far and continued at pace. There was also a focus on 
investment opportunities for the wider City Region so that the Freeport would be beneficial 
for all parts of the City Region, not just those that were immediately involved. She added that 
Mark Basnett was also doing some work on the inward investment approach and the 
marketing of the City Region as a whole, maximising on the benefit of the Freeport.  Kirsty 
undertook to provide further updates in due course. 
 
Mark Basnett, Managing Director of the LEP commented that there had been a significant 
amount of interest generated by the potential Freeport without undertaking any marketing. 
There were exciting prospects ahead, particularly given the unique position of Liverpool in 
relation to the US market. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE paid tribute to the amount of work undertaken to date by Kirsty 
McLean and thanked everybody involved. 
 
LCR Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) 
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Mark Basnett, Managing Director of the LEP referred to the Comprehensive Spending 
Review summarised at the last board meeting. A lot of progress had been made by 
colleagues in the Combined Authority and he asked Kirsty McLean, Executive Director of 
Policy, Strategy and Government Relations to provide an update to Board Members. 
 
Kirsty McLean explained that the CSR was due to be submitted to Government by the end of 
September 2021.  It was based on discussions with Board Members and feedback received 
separately. The draft submission had been compiled but Kirsty was keen to compliment 
partner submissions and invited Board Members to provide any last-minute 
comments/feedback for inclusion. She asked if any additions or comments to be sent to her 
as soon as possible. 
 
Updated plans for COP26 and NZNW 
 
The Deputy Chair Paul Corcoran provided an update on the latest plans for the COP26 
event in Glasgow and the work of Net Zero North West (NZNW).  
 
Paul Corcoran explained that there were two different groups. NZNW was the industry group 
which represented a lot of the private sector organisations as well as the LEPs for the 
Northwest, led by Ged Barlow.  He stated that he was the Liverpool City Region and LEP 
representative on that Board.  The other group was the wider Northwest group who had 
been working to develop the presence for COP26.  Support was also being provided by Gill 
Wood (Combined Authority Deputy Portfolio Holder for Climate Emergency and Renewable 
Energy and Growth Platform Sector Champion supporting the LEP Clean Growth Sub-
Board) and Rachael Bampton-Smith.  A lot of work was ongoing in readiness for the COP26 
with specific events in the Liverpool City Region.  An electric bus tour was being planned, a 
small event at the Floral Pavilion in New Brighton focussing on small businesses and the 
community sector and a large event in St George's Hall on 12th of October, focussing on 
tidal and the wider energy sector in City Region.  The City Region was also hosting a local 
Green Zone event on ‘Energy Day on 4th November 2021, taking place in ‘The Heath’ in 
Runcorn 
 
Paul further explained that in relation to the event in Glasgow, the Metro Mayor and other 
regional Leaders would be taking part in a panel discussion on youth involvement in the 
climate agenda in the ‘Green Zone’.  There would also be two further breakfast and dinner 
sessions in Glasgow, each of which would be Northwest events.   
 
Paul added that a sponsorship package for private sector businesses was available if 
anyone knew of any businesses who wanted to get involved.  
 
Paul concluded and stated that there was lots of activity and some great collaborative work 
and across the entire region, both private and public sector coming together.  
 
Kirsty McLean, Executive Director of Policy, Strategy and Government Relations echoed 
Paul’s comments on the fantastic joint work being done and a real collaborative effort.  Kirsty 
indicated that there was speculation that the Government may save some of its CSR 
announcements around ‘Net Zero’ and climate change for the COP26 event in Glasgow.  
That was already being borne in mind and work was being undertaken to emphasise the 
CSR ‘asks’ as well the strengths in the City Region, as part of putting that case forward to 
government. 
 
The Deputy Chair, Paul Corcoran added that Gill Wood was ensuring that all of the City 
Region Colleges and Universities were engaged and that our young people were actively 
involved in the creation of and present at the various different events.  It was important to 
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make sure that we're raising awareness of the opportunities for great careers in this area.  
He indicated that he could liaise with Gill if anyone needed to get in contact with her. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE asked if the full event itinerary had been released yet? He asked 
that it be sent through once released so it could be circulated to see if there was any interest 
in attending. 
 
483. BOARD MEMBERS' FEEDBACK (V)  
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE, invited Board Members to provide an update on the current 
position within their sector. 
 
Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram 
 
Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram provided an update to the Board on his recent activities.  In 
particular:- 
 

 The Convention for the North was likely to be held on 14 October 2021 at St Georges 
Hall and some brief detail on the content of the event; 

 The opportunity to showcase the assets of the whole of the North to Government at 
the event; 

 The event would be on a smaller scale compared to the previously due to covid; and 

 Prospective funding of between £480 and £790m million following a detailed 
evidence-based bid pulled together by Combined Authority Officers. 

 
Professor Dame Janet Beer 
 
Professor Dame Janet Beer provided an update to the Board in relation to the Higher 
Education Sector.  In particular:- 
 

 2021-22 was a really strong admission cycle in relation to home students; 

 Uncertainty around the numbers of international students due to issues with travel 
restrictions;  

 Recovery from covid and ongoing financial pressures; 

 The launch of the ‘Pandemic Institute’, the importance of this in relation to prevention 
work in the future and the creation of jobs and investment; and 

 Ensuring a warm welcome to new Students. 
. 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE welcomed the news about admissions and the opening of the 
‘Pandemic Institute’ and commended everyone on the great work.  The Chair added that it 
was good to see Students again in the City Centre and how lively it was. 
 
Paul Corcoran 
 
The Deputy Chair, Paul Corcoran provided an update on the Creative and Digital Board. In 
particular:- 
 

 Key areas discussed at the Sector Board meeting earlier that week; 

 A piece of work being undertaken by ‘Emap’ on how the skills and the talent space 
had been evolving post-lockdown and how he would like Amanda Follit to attend a 
Board meeting to share the information with the Board; 

 Interesting work in the ‘cluster’ spaces and the benefits of defining them for investors 
coming into the City Region; 
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 Thanks to Ben Heywood for the presentation to the Sector Board on investment 
support and the work of ‘LCR Ventures’; 

 The end of the ‘Kickstart’ programme and the negative aspects of the programme; 

 The great news about ‘Fire Sprites’ being acquired by Sony Games and the 
commitment to stay in the City Region which will generate jobs; and 

 How we need to improve the promotion of investment opportunities for larger 
businesses. 

 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE indicated that both he and the Metro Mayor wrote to 
Government about the ‘Kickstart’ programme and the response was very disappointing.   
 
The Metro Mayor, Steve Rotheram also expressed his disappointment and explained that 
the letter to Government was meant to be helpful and highlight flaws that practitioners had 
found within the process. The response didn’t address any of the fundamental issues that 
they could have put right. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE felt that the point made about promotion of investment was very 
relevant and was something to take forward and devise a case study.  There were great 
things happening which weren’t always widely known or publicised.  The Chair undertook to 
pick this issue up separately with the Deputy Chair in order to get some media coverage and 
take it as a case study to the global summit.  
 
Lynn Collins 
 
Lynn Collins provided an update from the Trade Union sector. Lynn mentioned the upcoming 
end of the job support scheme and withdrawal of the extra £20 per week Universal Credit. 
She referred to a meeting of the Poverty and Life Chances Standing Action Group she had 
attended on Tuesday evening which considered a report compiled by the Research Team on 
the combination of both of those things happening at the same time. In the Liverpool City 
Region there were still 32,000 people on furlough and it was unclear how many of that 
number would turn into redundances. It would be a few months before that information was 
available as there was no statutory requirement for SME’s to report redundancy information. 
Also the cut in Universal Credit of £1040 per year, together with the rise in fuel prices would 
have a devastating impact on the poorest in the Region.  Lynn indicated that the 
presentation was really interesting and informative and would circulate to Board Members.  
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE expressed his concern about the end of the Universal Credit 
top-up and also the amount of vacancies in the City Region that can’t be filled. His Company 
was struggling to fill vacancies paying real living wage.  Numbers of vacancies in the North 
West, were particularly high. The Chair felt that there needed to be a hub to bring them all 
under one roof as there were lots of opportunities.  He undertook to pick that up separately 
with Lynn Collins. 
 
Laura Pye 
 
Laura Pye provided the Board with an update on the visitor economy sector, in particular:- 
 

 Extreme difficulties with staffing with large numbers of vacancies in the visitor 
economy sector; 

 Issues with dynamic pricing models and agency costs preventing getting people into 
long-term sustainable jobs; 

 Closure of hospitality following an outbreak amongst staff; 

 Government policy placing employers in difficult positions; 

 Concern of rising infection rates and the onset of Winter; and 
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 The prospect of a difficult few months ahead. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE indicated that all areas are struggling for employment, even 
Government agencies. 
 
Professor Dame Janet Beer suggested that Laura talk to the Head of Careers at the 
University and undertook to pass on the contact details. She suggested that if there was 
capacity part-time work, there were a lot of students who would be interested and it could be 
an un-tapped source. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE suggested that Mark Basnett get involved in looking at the issue 
also. 
 
Elaine Bowker 
 
Elaine Bowker provided an update on the Further Education Sector, in particular:- 
 

 A strong start to recruitment in terms of young people and adults; 

 Over-recruitment could lead to issues with funding; 

 Catch-up learning was a major issue and the City Region had been adversely 
impacted more than other areas of the North West; 

 There was a crisis situation both Nationally and locally in 3 particular sectors – 
hospitality and catering, logistics and health and social care; 

 The need for employers to professionalise hospitality and catering as a skills-based 
industry and better pathways were being developed; 

 Demand in Logistics had massively increased and the College had purchased a new 
centre;  

 Health and Social care and ensuring that more young people come into that sector 
and move into Higher Education; 

 Massive growth in technology;  

 Work being undertaken on Race Equality, nationally and locally and how to 
showcase the great work being done as a City Region, along with public and private 
sector partners; and 

 Apprenticeships were booming, but numbers were expected to drop following the end 
of furlough. 

 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE agreed that professionalism was a key process. He suggested 
that a further discussion should take place on the issue. 
 
Laura Pye also agreed with professional career pathways and skills development, but the 
current staffing situation would make that difficult. 
 
Elaine Bowker indicated that she could assist Laura by providing students to work in the 
sector now.  
 
The Deputy Chair, Paul Corcoran referred to an example of great partnership working 
between the City of Liverpool College and the Everyman and Playhouse Theatres.  There 
could be some learning to take on board from it. 
 
Angela White OBE 
 
Angela White OBE echoed the comments regarding vacancy issues 
 
Angela White provided an update to the Board on the Third Sector, in particular:- 
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 Work was being undertaken on the VS6 and VCF Sector Manifesto and it would be 
on the agenda for the next Board Meeting; 

 It was also being discussed with Combined Authority and the Metro Mayor’s Team; 

 A Third Sector appointment had been made to join the Employment and Skills Board; 

 There was a Climate Change Conference on 2nd December 2021 with speakers 
including the Metro Mayor; 

 A small pilot project called ‘Business to Charity’ mentorship was working well; and 

 There was an upcoming ‘Child Poverty’ Conference in Sefton with Dame Julia Unwin 
DBE and it would be beneficial to have a contribution from the LEP in a workshop. 

 
Tony Reeves 
 
Tony Reeves provided an update in relation to Local Authority activity, in particular:- 
 

 Massive employment issues but with opportunities to get things right; 

 The need to increase Apprenticeships; 

 The role of anchor institutions and how we can do more to create opportunities for 
local businesses; 

 Opportunities in terms of community wealth building, employment agencies, more 
social enterprises; 

 Partnership working on an employment initiative to reduce re-offending with the 
creation of a laundry service for use by Hotels and Hospitals; 

 The missed opportunity to increase the Kickstart programme to address long-term 
gaps in employment; 

 An increase in footfall by 6% in August 2021 compared to August 2019; 

 The challenging situation in Liverpool City Council, but great progress was being 
made, particularly with fantastic support from Combined Authority colleagues; and 

 The opening of the ‘Pandemic Institute’ and coverage by the media on an 
international level. 

 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE felt it was clear that we needed to get the message out about 
what’s available in the City Region in order to attract talent to fill vacancies. He asked if it 
was possible to get communication colleagues from the City Council, LEP and the Combined 
Authority to promote opportunities.  He asked Mark Basnett to co-ordinate it. 
 
Tony Reeves also reported that G7 Foreign Ministers were due to visit Liverpool in 
December, as well as 28 South Asian counterparts which presented a great opportunity for 
the City Region.  He stated that he was working with Combined Authority colleagues and the 
Government in preparation for the visit.  
 
Hate Crime incidents 
 
Paul Corcoran, Deputy Chair, referred to the spate of hate crime in the City Centre over the 
Summer, predominantly against the LGBTQ community. As a result, a number of different 
businesses met to talk about what’s happening on the ground and this raised a number of 
issues which needed to be addressed including, a lack of police presence, door staff skills 
and clear communication on behaviour. Deplorable behaviour was taking place and the 
commitment from some partners was disappointing. There was a need to set out a clear 
precedent of a zero-tolerance approach. He asked for support from Board Members and 
businesses to support the development of a clear action plan to eradicate this behaviour. 
 
Tony Reeves said that there were detailed discussions taking place as it was a major 
concern.  Clare McColgan was involved with Merseyside Police. 
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484. LEP REVIEW (P)  
 
The LEP Board considered a paper which provided an update on the implications of the 
delay in the Government’s completion of the LEP Review.  
 
Mark Basnett, Managing Director of the LEP explained that the report proposed a way 
forward for the City Region to ensure that the strategic advisory and delivery insight 
functions, performed currently by the LEP main Board and sector Sub-Boards, were retained 
and strengthened as partnership boards for the benefit of the City Region businesses and 
residents, alongside the business support delivery role of Growth Platform, irrespective of 
the delayed outcome of the Government’s LEP Review. 
 
The report also set out what funding was likely to be available and how it could be used in 
conjunction with organisational changes and cost savings, to support the transition and 
development of the key functions, ensuring they remained relevant, independent, simple and 
sustainable for the benefit of the City Region in the years ahead.  
 
Mark Basnett stressed the value and insight brought by the LEP and the business Boards 
and the City Region has benefited from this over the course of many years.  

Mark also reported that the Annual Delivery Plan, which aligned to the work of the Combined 
Authority on LGF projects, as well as other funding projects was being finalised and 
delegated authority was sought for the plan to be signed off in consultation with the Chair in 
the next 48 hours for publication which was a Government requirement. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE reiterated the uniqueness of the Liverpool LEP and how it was 
an exemplar of how LEPs should operate.  He expressed his disappointment at the situation. 
 
RESOLVED – 
 
(i) That the detail of the report be noted and the key principles and functions proposed 

by the LEP Review Working Group, be endorsed;  
 

(ii)  that the LEP Chair be authorised to oversee appropriate use of the remaining GPF 
funds to support the proposed transition of the LEP functions, in line with the 
principles and functions referenced in (i) above, working with the LEP Review 
Working Group, the Combined Authority and LA partners, including cost savings and 
structural changes where appropriate; and 

 
(iii)  that the Managing Director of the LEP, in consultation with the Chair be authorised to 

sign off the Annual Delivery Plan for submission to Government. 
 

485. SECTOR UPDATE: DRAFT VISITOR ECONOMY RECOVERY STRATEGY (PR)  
 
The Board considered a presentation from Laura Pye and Pete Sandman from  

Growth Platform on the draft Visitor Economy Recovery (VE) Strategy 
 
 The presentation highlighted:- 
 

 The importance of the VE Sector for the Region as one of the most successful 
sectors in the City Region economy; 

 Its contribution to the economy and the key dependencies in terms of leisure and 
business tourism; 

 The huge impact of Covid-19 across this sector in particular; 
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 A relatively successful Summer for the sector, although there was a lack of 
international tourism; 

 The impact of Covid-19 on the Investment Strategy; 

 The development of a short-term Strategy in line with the Government’s Tourism 
Recovery Plan in partnership with the Growth Platform and Amion Consulting; 

 The overarching aims and objectives of the Strategy; 

 The 4 focus areas for the Strategy; 

 Progress against priorities for SIF and Accommodation BID; 

 Successful funding bids, including Destination Marketing; 

 The need to focus more on marketing of major business and sporting events for 
demand generation; 

 Progress against priorities for business support and skills;  

 Detailed data within the sector dashboard; 

 An outline of the National DMO review, the submission from the City Region and 
recommendations;  

 Key Milestones to work to; and 

 The long-term approach that was required. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE indicated that the presentation would be shared with Board 
Members. 
 
Lynn Collins suggested that a piece of work could be developed around the Fair 
Employment Charter, getting employers in the sector to publicly aspire to achieving the 
status and raising standards. She explained that there were a number of Trade Union 
campaigns running in the sector including a pilot in Greater Manchester on zero tolerance of 
harassment in the night-time economy. A conversation could be initiated with the Team on 
Fair Employment and the LEP to develop this further. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE agreed and referenced the link to Elaine Bowker’s comments on 
professional standards earlier in the meeting.  The Chair asked Mark Basnett to co-ordinate 
this with Lynn Collins and also invite Elaine Bowker to be involved. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE thanked Laura Pye and Pete Sandman for their very thorough 
presentation. 
 
486. RACE EQUALITY REVIEW UPDATE (V) 
 
Mark Basnett, Managing Director of the LEP informed the Board that the LEP Executive and 
Growth Platform had reviewed the findings of the Race Equality Review undertaken by 
Innervision.  
 
Mark explained that a detailed set of actions had been developed falling into 3 categories.  
As a result, a delivery plan had been developed which would be considered by the Growth 
Platform Board the following week.  Some of the actions in the Delivery Plan included the 
creation of a clear diversity statement, training for staff and a refresh of policies, some of 
which had already commenced.  He added that it was clear that it was not a quick and 
simple fix in relation to this agenda, a comprehensive cultural change was required across 
the whole organisation. The action plan set out short, medium and longer-term actions some 
of which were already progressing. The ambition was to be an exemplar on Race Equality 
and share knowledge and learning with other organisations, particularly in the private sector. 
 
Mark indicated that he would circulate more detailed information to Board Members following 
the meeting and further updates would be provided to future meetings. 
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Mark Basnett also referred to the Race Equality Business Support Working Group which was 
established as a result of the Combined Authority’s Race Equality Programme Board created 
in 2020. The purpose of the Working Group was to look at the barriers and challenges for 
people from BAME communities and help those communities to realise their potential in 
terms of starting and developing a business. The Group was initially chaired by Lorna 
Rogers for the first six months and it was agreed over the Summer to evolve the Working 
Group and engage more private sector membership. Expressions of interest were received 
to join as Chair of the group as well as Group membership.  A Special Purpose 
Appointments Committee was convened involving the Chair, Elaine Bowker and Lorna 
Rogers from the Combined Authority where the expressions of interest were reviewed and 4 
candidates were interviewed.  Mark asked Elaine Bowker to present the recommendations of 
the Committee to the Board.  
 
Elaine Bowker explained that there were 4 strong candidates interviewed and the unanimous 
decision and recommendation of the Committee was that Michelle Charters be appointed as 
Chair of the Working Group for a 12-month period and that Ben Owusu be appointed as 
Deputy Chair.  Both candidates had much to bring to the Group in terms of skills, knowledge 
and experience.  It was also recommended that the 10 people who expressed an interest in 
joining the membership of the Group, along with the 2 unsuccessful candidates for the 
position of Chair, be invited to become members of the Group.  Elaine asked the Board for 
endorsement of those recommendations. 
 
Elaine Bowker also suggested that in order to highlight Race Equality more at LEP Board 
level, that Michelle Charters be asked to join the LEP Board as a co-opted Member for a 12-
month period and this would demonstrate the commitment of the Board to driving forward 
the Race Equality agenda. 
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE thanked Elaine Bowker and Lorna Rogers for their involvement 
in the process and he asked that the Board endorse the recommendations put forward by 
Elaine Bowker on behalf of the Special Purposes Committee. 
 
RESOLVED –  
 
(i)  That the recommendations of the Special Purposes Committee to appoint to the 
 positions of Chair and Deputy Chair of Race Equality Business Support Working 
 Group, be agreed; 
 
(ii) That the recommendations of the Special Purposes Committee to appoint the 12 
 candidates who submitted expressions of interest be appointed to the Membership of 
 the Race Equality Business Support Working Group, be agreed; and 
 
(iii) That Michelle Charters be invited to join the LEP Board as a co-opted member for a 
 12-month period. 
 
487. DRAFT LIVERPOOL CITY REGION EXPORT STRATEGY (PR)  
 
The Board considered a presentation from Mark Basnett, Managing Director of the LEP, 
along with Ben Flanagan, the City Region’s Head of International Trade on the development 
of an Export Strategy for the City Region. 
 
The presentation highlighted:- 
 

 The importance and benefits of export including GVA targets; 

 A breakdown of exported products and services in the City Region, mostly in the East 
of the City Region; 
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 The top 60 exporting companies in the City Region; 

 Key markets to target; 

 Key issues to address; and  

 4 proposed actions as part of the Export Plan and the actions that could be taken 
both Nationally and locally. 

 
The four proposed actions were detailed as follows:- 
 

• Strategic Account Management of LCR’s Top 60 Exporters to support their long-term 
presence and growth in LCR; 

• Maximise use of existing services, better coordination, promotion and focus on key 
sectors & markets; 

• Integrate export support with other business support services – a holistic approach 
with GP/CA/DIT/Chambers 

• Product Development & Innovation 
• Leadership, Management, People & Skills 
• Finance, Sales & Marketing; and 

• Establish LCR Export Peer Networks to share knowledge, know-how, ambition and 
confidence. 

 
Mark added that the Strategy was still subject to consultation and welcomed the views and 
input from the Board.  Further updates would be brought to future Board Meetings. 
 
RESOLVED – That the proposals for action be endorsed. 
 
488. CHAIR'S UPDATE (V)  
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE provided a brief update on his recent activities. 
 
He referred to the LEP leading on the digital proposition for the North and thanked the 
Deputy Chair for his input. An update would be provided at a future meeting. 
The Chair advised that he would be attending the Global Summit in Windsor hosted by the 
Prime Minister and the Royal Family, in October 2021 representing the City Region. He 
highlighted that this was a massive opportunity for networking and an exclusive group of 
people had been invited. He undertook to keep the Board updated. 
 
489. ANY OTHER BUSINESS  
 
The Chair, Asif Hamid MBE indicated that the next meeting of the Board was due to be held 
on 25 November 2021. 
 
He thanked everyone for their attendance and hoped that they stayed safe. 
 
Minutes 481 to 489 received as a correct record the 25 day of November 2021  
 
 

 
 

Chairperson of the Board 
 

(The meeting closed at 10.31am) 
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Agenda Item 4



 

 

1. Purpose of Report 
 
1.1 To provide an overview and summary of the emerging Liverpool City Region Plan for 

Prosperity which is due to be reported to the Combined Authority meeting in January 2022. 

 
1.2 Development of the Plan for Prosperity was identified as a key priority in the Combined 

Authority‟s Corporate Plan published in the summer. The change in Government approach 

from Industrial Strategy to the Plan for Growth at the 2021 Spring Budget meant that the City 

Region‟s Local Industrial Strategy (LIS) was never formally published. The need for a long 

term integrated economic and place-based strategy therefore remains, which the Plan for 

Prosperity will address through “repivoting” the core LIS messages.  

 
 
2. Recommendations 
 
2.1 The LEP Board are asked to note and endorse the Plan for Prosperity‟s vision and strategic 

priorities as outlined in this report.  
 
 
3. Background and context 
 
3.1 The LCRCA Corporate Plan, approved in July 2021, confirmed that a new Plan for 

Prosperity would be prepared to support the delivery of the Corporate Plan‟s objectives and to 

provide a long-term economic and place-based vision for the City Region over the next 

decade and beyond.   

 
3.2  The Plan is an integrated strategy designed to replace the draft LIS. In this regard, 

it reframes and condenses the LIS to “repivot” its key messages in a way that meets City 

Region long-term priorities whilst reflecting the Government‟s new policy approach based on 

their Plan for Growth.  

 
3.3  The Plan offers a vision for a City Region where meaningful prosperity, opportunity, and 

equality is shared by all communities; that will build up the resilience and productivity of its 

economy and communities and unlock its global potential; and that will pioneer sustainable 

ways of living and working which will promote the health of its people and the environment. 

Within this, the Plan seeks to address the structural inequalities and weaknesses in the City 

Region – many of which have been exacerbated by the pandemic. 

  

3.4  In providing a long-term vision, the Plan for Prosperity: 

 Delivers a strategic narrative that reflects and informs City Region policies, investment, 

and activities: identifying key strengths, challenges and actions that would build on, or 

address these. In doing so, it acts as a point of orientation for City Region policies and 

strategies: supporting more strategic decision-making locally, aiding project pipeline 

development and ensuring the City Region continues to invest its resources intelligently, 

efficiently, and in a way which delivers maximum impact. 

 

 Supports the City Region in responding to fundamental long-term challenges: the next 

decade will be critical for the future direction of the country‟s economy, particularly through 

the combination of a post-COVID, post-Brexit environment, the climate emergency and 

rapid technological and digital change. 
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 Supports strategic case-making: increasingly important following the recent Government 

revision of the Green Book which placed increased emphasis on the importance of 

strategic case-making and identifying the place-based impacts of investment decisions. 

 

 Promotes ourselves coherently in one space: this Plan will enable Liverpool City Region to 

market itself more effectively to Government, the private sector, and the wider world. 

 
3.5 The following figure outlines the Plan‟s structure, and a number of overarching key messages 

across the Plan are summarised below.   
 

 
 
 
4.  The Plan’s Vision – Fairer, Greener, Stronger City Region 
 
4.1 This vision is consistent with the Combined Authority Corporate Plan and sets the context for 

the Plan‟s priorities and actions. It emphasises the importance of an inclusive economy, the 

need, and opportunity, of the net zero carbon agenda, and the wider meaning of prosperity to 

include health and wellbeing and quality of life for City Region‟s residents. 

 

5.  Articulating our key strengths through innovation  

 

5.1 The Plan responds to the Government‟s Plan for Growth in a very local way utilising our 

distinctive proposition of LCR as a „place of pioneers‟ and our focus on innovative approaches 

to delivering the vision of a Fairer, Stronger and Greener City Region. It sets out a number of 

key innovative strengths based on our assets and capabilities that are designed to set the tone 

of the document. These include: 

 

 Maximising our contribution to UK plc though our distinctive, global innovation excellence: 

building on key strengths such as our smart specialisms, health innovation, industrial 

digitisation, and innovations that will support decarbonisation. 

 Optimising our strengths as a „Global Cultural Capital‟ and building on our strong reputation 

for social innovation to address key societal challenges.  
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5.2 Therefore invention, creativity, and a willingness to do things differently is embraced through 

our global innovation excellence, in our arts and culture, and across our communities. The key 

message is that this is innovation with purpose – supporting economy, society, and the 

environment - and the aim is for this distinctive character to flow throughout the Plan.  

 

6.  The Plan’s strategic priorities 
 
6.1  Three overarching forward-looking strategic priorities are set out in the Plan, based on 

inclusivity, our net zero ambitions, and our City Region‟s global presence.      

6.2 An inclusive City Region where levelling up means no one and no place is left behind 

We will be a focal point for economic and social innovation which will enable all people and 

places the opportunity to enjoy prosperity, good health and wellbeing, while demonstrating the 

productivity gains that can be unlocked in doing so. The cumulative impact of delivery across 

the whole Plan will contribute to developing an inclusive economy, with a number of underlying 

principles - including Community Wealth Building and setting out new measures of success - 

being central to how we view economic growth differently, changing how challenges are 

framed and how the benefits of economic opportunities are spread. Key areas of focus 

include: 

 

 Community Wealth Building that incorporates common approaches to progressive 
procurement across our anchor institutions to support our SME base; supporting good 
employment and developing the City Region as a centre for „good business‟; and 
developing the base conditions for social innovation to thrive.  

 Providing coherent support for our business base to enable good quality employment 
for our residents, with a focus on integrated, high value, customer focused 
approaches.  

 Supporting sustained improvements in health and wellbeing through all policies.   

 Creating a shared drive to net zero and climate adaptation from all who live and work 
here. 

 Ensuring the benefits of digital transformation across all of our communities. 

6.3  Pioneers of the Green Industrial Revolution 

The Plan sets out how our pioneering role will be underpinned by our distinctive natural assets 

and technological capabilities to create a blend of offshore wind, hydrogen, and a tidal project 

of international importance. This will be complemented by our drive towards net zero transport; 

electrification opportunities within our renowned automotive industry; actions on delivering 

energy efficient homes; delivering on distinctive opportunities such as Glass Futures and in 

sustainable packaging; and embedding the principles of a circular economy based on zero 

waste principles. We will need to further develop dedicated support for our businesses and 

communities to embrace the opportunities and address the challenges of net zero transition. 

Critically, an economy that is clean and that functions effectively for everyone will be better for 

health and wellbeing and a population with better health and wellbeing is better for business, 

competitiveness, and inclusivity.  

6.4  A global, confident, and outward looking City Region 

The Plan sets out the ambition to fully establish a nationally leading position in supporting the 

UK‟s global trading ambitions. This will be founded on expansion of our international networks; 

further capitalising on our strategic position as a pre-eminent western global gateway to the 

UK economy; our multi-modal infrastructure and assets; an integrated approach to exports 

(which will be supported by the LCR Export Plan); clear messages around our global 

innovation excellence; and highly focused approaches to key and emerging markets. This will 
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all be supported by the highly significant trade and investment opportunities brought about by 

the Freeport. 

  

7. Improving our performance across the pillars of our economy 

 

7.1 The vision and priorities of the Plan will be delivered, and supported, by strengthening the core 

pillars of our economy that are critical to driving productivity and wider prosperity. 

7.2  Maximising Innovation across the Business Base 

Our aim is for the business base to be driven by an established „innovation first‟ culture where, 

through targeted support, we will increase the scale, speed, and scope of innovation. This will 

be achieved through business processes, services, products, operating models; leading the 

way in product design and application; and seamlessly applying our world-class innovation 

assets to commercialise ideas. In particular, this requires developing integrated approaches to 

helping higher growth businesses innovate through high-intensity support and strengthening 

the framework of the finance innovation ecosystem; building on initiatives that promote the 

adoption and diffusion of innovation across the whole business base; and delivering on our 

innovation project pipeline that focus on our core strengths and industry collaboration.     

7.3 Turning People’s Potential into Prosperity 

Removing the multiple barriers to prosperity will provide the opportunity for all people to have 

a good quality of life and be able to use their potential to lead prosperous lives. This requires 

working across a range of connected themes including approaches to improving health equity; 

determining how to improve educational and learning outcomes; supporting people into 

employment (particularly building on successful local models for those with complex needs); 

further focusing on technical education opportunities for both young people and adults; 

promoting greater business investment in upskilling and reskilling; and further developing an 

employer led system that focuses on future focused skills development. We need to 

continuously improve and build on our progress across all of these themes to develop a deep 

pool of skilled labour and innovative entrepreneurship that maximises prosperity for our people 

whilst raising productivity which will deliver sustainable economic growth.     

7.4 Thriving, sustainable, and resilient places 

This includes a targeted focus on the development of sustainable neighbourhoods and 

communities, to support good health and wellbeing, enabling people and places to flourish.  

Good quality homes, thriving urban spaces and a wealth of culture, accessible and attractive 

natural spaces, coupled with the strengths of community-driven place-making, will make LCR 

a truly excellent place to live, work and invest. This will ensure that we attract and retain the 

best of local, national, and international talent.   

7.5  Integrated Infrastructure for a Connected City Region 

We set out how we aim to transform our energy, transport, digital, and grey infrastructure in a 

strategic and integrated way to support sustainable economic growth, improve public health, 

attract investment, and link people and businesses to opportunities across the City Region and 

beyond. Our modern infrastructure will be clean, sustainable, and accessible, supporting 

climate change adaptation and mitigation. This will be complemented by prioritising a joined-

up approach to enhance our natural capital, creating and sustaining green spaces.   

 
8.  Delivery of the Plan 
 
8.1  A high-level delivery framework will accompany the Plan, focused on several principles 

including collaboration; community empowerment; agility and dynamism; pragmatism; and 
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accountability. By harnessing the power of devolution and helping empower people and places 

to shape their own futures, our City Region‟s vision can be achieved together. 

 

9.  Preparation of the Plan and stakeholder engagement 

 

9.1  Stakeholder engagement on the draft Plan has been taking place over recent months. Given 

that the Plan is “repivoting” the key messages of the draft LIS, the feedback and comments 

received as a result of the intensive stakeholder engagement in preparing the LIS are still 

considered sound and relevant and are reflected in the Plan for Prosperity. Accordingly, 

engagement currently is more strategic but does reflect the range of stakeholders including 

the local authorities (including at political and Chief Executive level), academic institutions, the 

social economy, Growth Platform, and a range of business groups.  

 

10.  Next Steps 

 

10.1  Stakeholder engagement will continue over the next month and further iterations of the draft 

Plan will be developed. It is anticipated that a final draft of the Plan (which will also be shared 

with the LEP Board) will be completed before the end of the year, then finalised in early 

January before being reported to the Combined Authority on the 21st January 2022.  
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1. Background 

1.1 In January 2019, guidance was issued that allowed a single assurance framework, the 
National Local Growth Assurance Framework (NLGAF) to be adopted for LEPs and 
Combined Authorities in areas where there was a ‘single Pot funding arrangement’. 

1.2 Liverpool City Region LEP and Combined Authority had already been operating a 
Single Pot and adopted the joint framework in April 2019, replacing the two frameworks 
that previously existed. This framework is published on the LEP website as part of the 
‘Transparency’ requirements for LEPs. 

1.3 Assurance Frameworks are dynamic and need to be kept under review, both to reflect 
any changes in local arrangements, if compliant, or to reflect changes in national 
guidance. Amendments can and should be made whenever changes arise, either 
locally or in national guidance but when this occurs approval of the changes must be 
obtained from Government before the revised NLGAF is adopted and published. 
 

1.4 Subsequent to the 2019 version, changes began to take place within the LCR CA both 
at local discretion and in response to changes instigated by Government. These 
changes required amendments to the NLGAF and a number of revisions were shared 
with Government between December 2020 to date. Sign-off of the NLGAF requires 
sign-off by all Government Departments who award funds to the LEP and CA. 

1.5 Confirmation was received in July 2021 that all Departments were largely satisfied with 
amendments save the Department for Education (DfE) who required further changes 
reflecting the governance and administration of Adult Education Budget (AEB). As a 
result, a final version was submitted earlier this month.  Given the time constraints it is 
unclear whether this will be presented for approval to the LCR CA meeting on 26 
November or whether it will be at the January 2022 meeting. 

1.6 As the NLGAF requires both LEP Board approval as well as LCR CA approval this is 
now presented for LEP Board approval. 

2. Recommendations 

2.1 Approve the amended version of the NLGAF (Annexe A); 
 

2.2 Mandate the LEP Executive to work with the CA Executive to review any further 
changes arising from the Government  review of the changes required for AEB or any 
other issues and ensure they do not impact the LEP; 
 

2.3 Authorise the LEP Chair to expedite any further minor changes that do impact the LEP 
as arising from the AEB or any other amendments and publish this as the final version. 
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1. Introduction and Overview 

1.1 The National Local Growth Assurance Framework 
 

In January 2019, HM Government published a revised Assurance Framework, the 

„National Local Growth Assurance Framework‟, subsuming the Local Enterprise 

Partnership (“LEP”) National Assurance Framework as well as Single Pot Assurance 

Frameworks, where they apply to Mayoral Combined Authorities. 

The amalgamation of these frameworks reflects the evolving relationship between 

LEPs and Combined Authorities and seeks to provide clarity on the respective roles of 

these organisations in working together, particularly in relation to the development and 

delivery of Local Industrial Strategies. 

This document, the Liverpool City Region National Local Growth Assurance 

Framework (“the Assurance Framework”) has been developed jointly in response to 

this change by central government and by the Liverpool City Region Combined 

Authority (the “LCRCA”, “Combined Authority” or “CA”) and the Liverpool City Region 

LEP (“the LEP”, “LCR LEP”). As a result of this change, the following pre-existing 

frameworks were made redundant: 

i. Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership National Assurance 

Framework – dated 10 December 2018; and 

 

ii. Liverpool City Region Combined Authority Strategic Investment Fund 

Assurance Framework – dated December 2018. 

This document replaces the previous National Local Growth Assurance Framework of 

April 2019, agreed jointly by the LCRCA and the LEP. The Assurance Framework will 

be reviewed annually, with any significant divergence from the current format to be 

submitted to MHCLG for approval. 

Both the LCRCA and LEP are committed to meeting the required standards set by this 

framework and all attending guidance, both direct and indirect, explicit and implicit. 

Such commitment will extend to all executive functions carried out on behalf of the 

LEP and CA, in this respect, whether directly managed or through commissions and 

contracts. 

1.2 Purpose of Assurance Framework 
 

The aim of the Assurance Framework is to set out how the LCRCA and LEP will make 

use of public funds, in a way that achieves value for money and inclusive growth for 

the Liverpool City Region. It also aspires to improve transparency of decision making 

in pursuit of these aims, ensuring accountability for activities and spending, both to HM 

Government as well as residents of our locality. 

 

HM Treasury states that Assurance Frameworks are “an objective examination of 

evidence for the purpose of providing independent assessment on governance, risk 
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management, and control processes for the organisation”. 

Put simply, an Assurance Framework is a record of the local systems and 

arrangements, employed by a Combined Authority and their LEP, to provide a robust 

and independent analysis of whether public money is being allocated in an appropriate 

manner, in accordance with legal, fiscal and best practice requirements. 

1.3 The Investment Strategy 

 

In order to administer and distribute the devolved funding it receives; the CA 

established the Strategic Investment Fund (the “SIF”). The SIF‟s purpose is to invest in 

“good growth” – growth that supports the economic development ambitions for the 

Liverpool City Region that is both socially inclusive and environmentally responsible. 
 
The Investment Strategy, published in September 2020, provides detailed information 

relating to the SIF, including its sources of funding, operating principles, investment 

priorities and management processes. As such, the Investment Strategy is 

fundamentally linked with this Assurance Framework and each document should be 

read having regard to the other. 

 

2. Governance and Transparency 

2.1 The Liverpool City Region Combined Authority Governance 
 

All aspects of the LCRCA and its procedures are subject to the core principles of 
transparency and good governance. 
 
The Combined Authority meets frequently in a public forum, with dates of CA and 
Committee meetings set annually and published on the CA website. Relevant 
documents for each meeting are also published on the website in advance, allowing 
the public to stay informed of key decisions and strategic issues. 
 
The Combined Authority also has a publication scheme, to remain transparent and 

accountable in relation to its finances, performance and decision-making. This scheme 

details who the LCRCA are and what they do, and contains information on: 

 LCRCA spending; 

 LCRCA priorities and performance; 

 How the LCRCA makes decisions; 

 LCRCA policies and procedures; 

 Lists and registers; and 

 The services offered by the LCRCA. 

The CA also debates key decisions to ensure that matters presented to the public 

reflect the combined views of the CA Members. 
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2.1.1 Membership of the CA 

 

The LCRCA Metro Mayor (the “Metro Mayor”) chairs meetings of the Combined 

Authority, where each member, save for the Chair of the LEP, has one vote. 

The Members of the CA are currently the Metro Mayor, the five local authority 

leaders of Halton, Knowsley, Sefton, St Helens and Wirral Councils, the elected 

Mayor of Liverpool City Council and the Chair of the LEP.  
 

Warrington and West Lancashire Borough Councils are Associate Members of the CA 

and both the Merseyside Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chair of the 

Transport Committee are co-opted Members. 

2.1.2 Decision Making Bodies of the CA 

 

The role and powers of the Combined Authority and the Metro Mayor are as 

detailed within the November 2015 and March 2016 Devolution Agreements 

with HM Government. Additionally, the Constitution of the Combined Authority 

provides further information on these powers and how they can be exercised. 

The Metro Mayor is required to consult the CA members on his strategies, and 

the CA may reject these proposals in accordance with the voting requirements 

as set out in the LCRCA constitution. The CA also examines the Metro Mayor‟s 

spending plans and are able to amend these plans, if two-thirds of the 

constituent council members agree. 

In order to most efficiently discharge the CA‟s powers, the Metro Mayor has 

divided the Combined Authority‟s key priorities into a number of portfolios, 

tasking a Member of the Combined Authority with leading on these issues. The 

portfolios are set out below: 

 Business Support (led by the Chair of the LEP); 

 Inclusive Economy and Third Sector; 

 Climate Emergency and Renewable Energy; 

 Culture, Tourism and the Visitor Economy; 

 Digital Connectivity and Inclusion; 

 Education, Skills, Equality and Diversity; 

 Housing and Spatial Framework; 

 Policy, Reform and Resources; 

 Transport and Air Quality; and 

 Criminal Justice. 

It is important to note that the responsibility to manage the above portfolios does 

not currently permit the Portfolio Leads to take decisions on behalf of the 

Combined Authority. This position can be amended, if desired, through the 

Constitution of the LCRCA. 

The CA predominantly governs through several dedicated Committees, each with 

their own remit. Committees are necessary to ensure the effective management 
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and delivery of certain obligations and objectives specific to the LCRCA. The 

Committees established in pursuit of these aims are as set out below: 

 

Overview and Scrutiny Committee – Exists to achieve greater public 

accountability over all CA decisions made and services delivered to the whole 

Liverpool City Region. The Committee can review and/or scrutinise decisions 

made by the CA or the Metro Mayor and make recommendations/reports to the 

CA and/or Metro Mayor. Annually, it publishes its work plan which indicates how 

it will exercise its powers. It may choose to scrutinise the SIF. This Committee 

is also able to review the business of the LEP Board, as well as scrutinise 

delivery and compliance in relation to this Assurance Framework. The business 

of the LEP Board may also be reviewed by the equivalent committees within the 

six constituent councils of the CA. 

Appointments & Disciplinary Committee – Makes recommendations to the 

CA on matters related to senior staffing, remuneration, terms and conditions. 

Transport Committee – Oversees transport matters and has oversight of 

Merseytravel as the Passenger Transport Executive and Executive Body of the 

CA. 

Audit and Governance Committee – Provides assurance on the adequacy of 

the internal control, governance and risk management framework (including 

reviewing the Annual Governance Statement) including in relation to this 

Assurance Framework and promotes and maintains high standards of conduct 

by CA Members. The Section 73 Officer is responsible for reporting on the 

financial management and assurance of the SIF to the LCRCA Audit and 

Governance Committee through the delivery of internal audit work and the 

Statement of Accounts. 
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2.1.3 LCRCA as Accountable Body; Financial Management 
 

 The Combined Authority acts as the „Accountable Body‟ for the SIF and for any 
devolved or delegated funds from Government for the Liverpool City Region. 
Accountable bodies are required and regulated by law, responsible for the 
proper administration and financial probity of external funds received. The CA is 
therefore responsible for ensuring that public money is used effectively, as well 
as for the proper administration of funding received and CA expenditure. 
 
The establishing order of the LCRCA in 2014 states that any economic 
development and regeneration functions of the CA‟s constituent councils are 
also exercisable by the CA, relying on the general power of competence as set 
out in the Localism Act 2011. It is under this general power that the Combined 
Authority discharges its functions as an accountable body. 
 
As accountable body, the Combined Authority is required to ensure that the SIF 
is managed in a manner that is lawful, transparent, evidence-based, consistent 
and proportionate. It is responsible for overseeing policy, the prioritisation of 
funding, ensuring value for money, evaluating performance and managing risk. 
The Combined Authority will: 
 
 hold the Investment Funds and make payments in accordance with the 

decisions of the CA/Metro Mayor; 

 record and maintain the official record of proceedings relating to decisions 
made on all investment projects; and 

 account for SIF funds in such a way that they will be separately identifiable.  
 

The Interim Executive Director of Strategic Commissioning and Delivery and 
Investment, appointed to manage the Combined Authority‟s Investment Team, 
will present quarterly financial reports for the LCRCA in relation to the CA‟s 
funds, costs of investment projects and profiling of spend. 
 
The Combined Authority‟s Section 73 Officer, the Director of Corporate 
Services, is ultimately accountable for the SIF‟s financial management including 
budgeting and reporting of performance. The Combined Authority discharges 
this responsibility with reference to the finance team, the internal audit team and 
Programme Management Office (PMO), which form part of the directorate for 
corporate services. The Section 73 Officer, provides a letter of assurance to the 
Government each year (by 28 February) to confirm the reliability of these 
arrangements. 
 
Annual accounts are prepared and published in accordance with Local 

Government accounting standards. 

2.1.4 Corporate Governance and Code of Conduct 

 

The Combined Authority has in place a number of policies that seeks to 

improve the transparency and uphold standards of integrity amongst its 

Members. Policies include: 
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 Confidential Reporting (Whistleblowing); 

 Complaints; 

 Gifts and Hospitality; 

 Member Code of Conduct; 

 Freedom of Information; 

 Data Protection; and 

 Declaration of Interests. 

Further, individuals employed by the Combined Authority have a responsibility 

to report any conflicts of interest, as defined in the Officers Code of Conduct 

(LCRCA Constitution, Part 6, Section B). 

Both the Officer and Member codes of conduct require a declaration of any 

interest, whether personal or financial, for that individual or any of their wider 

relationships. 

Should there be any complaints or concerns about the conduct of members or 

the application of the funding process, in pursuance of this Assurance 

Framework, these should be directed to and administered to the CA‟s 

Monitoring Officer. To contact the Monitoring Officer, please use the following 

email address: 

Jill.coule@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk  

2.2 The LCR LEP Governance Arrangements 

 

The Liverpool City Region LEP and Combined Authority work together to deliver the 

Growth Strategy for the City Region. Although the LEP has adopted the legal 

personality of the CA, it remains independent and individually accountable to HM 

Government for any funds received and decisions that it takes over their use. 
 
The LEP Board has its own Constitution, which can be found here. The LEP 

Constitution sets out the aims, objectives and priorities of the LEP Board as well as its 

functions and responsibilities. It also sets out the composition of the LEP Board as well 

as arrangements for publishing its meeting agendas, minutes and associated papers; 

the latter are published on the LEP website. 

A maximum of three positions on the LEP Board are filled by nominated 

representatives of local government, taken from a pool comprising the Metro Mayor, 

the elected Mayor of Liverpool City Council and the five leaders of the remaining 

constituent councils of the LCRCA. Nominations are determined by this pool through 

identifying which LCRCA portfolio holders would be most appropriate for inclusion on 

the Board. This provides the LEP Board with Democratic accountability.  

Accountability to the business community is provided by business representation at 

the LEP Board, Sub-Boards and Advisory Council and its relationship with 

representative organisations in the Liverpool City Region. Its representation is further 

widened and enhanced with the inclusion of LEP Board Members from Higher and 

Further Education, Third Sector and the Trades Union Congress.  
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As the LEP has been incorporated into the legal personality of the LCRCA, it has been 

incorporated into the LCRCA‟s Constitution. As a result, it is within the scope of the 

CA‟s Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 

2.2.1 Decision Making Bodies of the LEP 

 

A key strength of the partnership between the CA and the LEP lies in their 

ability to harness the breadth of skills, experience and priorities of the large 

number of their private sector and public sector partners. The LEP does so 

through its Board, Advisory Council and Sub-Boards.  
 
The LEP Board 
 
The LEP Board makes no funding decisions, but advises on the strategic merit 

of programmes and projects. Made up of 20 members, the Board has a Chair 

taken from the private sector, as well as representatives from other sectors 

relevant to the Liverpool City Region, such as higher education, further 

education and voluntary sectors.  

The LEP Board provides a unified platform, which fuses the private and public 

sectors, to solidify inclusive governance and decision-making processes, which 

ultimately lead to funding decisions taken by the Combined Authority. Members 

with the necessary expertise are sought from all sectors of the LCR economy, 

its geography and its diverse community to ensure appropriate representation. 

Apart from resignations through reaching the end of term, LEP Board Members 

must give one months‟ notice of termination to the LEP Chair unless it is a 

disciplinary matter. Upon being notified of a resignation, the LEP Chair will 

inform the LEP Board who will then determine whether to take steps to put in 

place procedures to select a replacement. 

Vacant positions on the LEP Board are filled through open recruitment and are 

advertised on the LEP website, Government website(s) and social media 

channels. This wide publication attempts to ensure that as many candidates as 

possible, throughout the business community, are enabled with the opportunity 

to apply to be a member of the LEP Board. Successful recruitment and 

succession of representation from defined sectors of the economy is enhanced 

through the provision of Sub-Boards, run by the LEP, that provide the LEP 

Board with an expert and engaged pool of individuals from which LEP Board 

members can be recruited. 

Recruitment to the various boards of the LEP are presided over by the 

Appointments Committee. A member of the LEP Board, appointed as an 

Equality and Diversity champion of the Board, also sits on the Appointments 

Committee to ensure that these principles are actively adhered to. 

Once recruited, the LEP provides newly-appointed LEP Board members with an 

induction pack on their role and responsibilities. Further, the appointee also 

meets with the LEP Board Chair, LEP Managing Director and LEP Finance 
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Director in turn to enhance the understanding and benefit imparted during this 

induction period. 

Functions and Responsibilities of the Board are set out below: 

 Provide strategic insight on the challenges and opportunities for growth of the 
Liverpool City Region economy;  

 Inform key sub-regional, regional and national strategies, in particular the Local 
Industrial Strategy and the „Building Back Better‟;  

 Inform the City Region Economic Strategy, Local Growth Deals, Single Growth 
Strategy and any other strategic economic plans for the City Region and any 
subsequent amendments or updates;  

 Monitor delivery of the LCR Growth Deals, Single Growth Strategy and 
Strategic Economic Plan together with enabling and supporting action plans;  

 Approve the use of any funds designated to directly support LEPs e.g. Core 
Funds, Growth Hubs etc schedule;  

 Approve and amend the Constitution;  

 Appoint its Chair and Vice Chair;  

 Appoint other Members of the Board  

 Form appropriate sub-boards and appoint a Chair to develop terms of reference 
and membership for agreement by the LEP Board;  

 Appoint representatives to selected outside bodies; and  

 Establish any task and finish groups appointing their Chairs and determining 
their terms of reference. 
 
Where decisions are reserved to the LEP Board, they are generally reached 

through a simple majority, although the LEP Constitution allows for voting. The 

LEP Chair does not have a casting vote, nor automatic authority to take 

decisions independently of the LEP Board. However, the LEP Chair can be 

given delegated authority by a majority decision of the LEP Board. 
 
Following appointment, the successful appointees participate in an induction 

process. 

 

LEP Sub-Boards 

The LEP further provides its expertise, knowledge-base and representation 

through a number of Sub-Boards. However, these delegated bodies do not 

have authority in directing or deciding on the use of public funds; their role is 

purely advisory to the LEP Board on „Key Growth Sectors‟ within their delegated 

remit.  

Sub-Board members are often leaders from business and the public sector who 

provide strategic insight, intelligence and guidance to the LEP Board relating to 

policy and activities for the Liverpool City Region. 

To ensure effective interaction and information sharing between bodies, either 

the Chair of a Sub-Board will be a member of the LEP Board, or an existing 
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member of the LEP Board will be appointed as a „champion‟ of a particular Sub-

Board. 

The LEP also has an Advisory Council, which acts as a senior stakeholder 

sounding board and aims to provide additional and focussed feedback. 

2.2.2 Corporate Governance and Code of Conduct 

 

In addition to the LEP Board Constitution, the LEP have a number of policies 

and documents (that can be accessed here) that seek to regulate the conduct 

of LEP Board Members. Policies include: 
 

 Code of Conduct, underpinned by the Seven Principles of Public Life (the 

Nolan principles); 

 Conflicts of Interest; 

 Declarations of Interest; 

 Confidential Reporting (“Whistleblowing”); and 

 Expenses, Gifts and Hospitality. 
 

LEP Board Members are required to abide by the above policies and, on 

appointment to the LEP Board, are required to sign an offer letter indicating that 

they accept this as a term of appointment. 
 

3. Decision Making 
 

Only the CA is able to make funding decisions with regard to public funds allocated to 

the Liverpool City Region. Even funds allocated to the LEP are received and 

administered by the CA. 
 
The CA‟s Director of Corporate Services (and section 73 Officer) is required to ensure 

that the LEP supports decisions taken by the CA and, equally, that the CA does not 

take decisions under pressure from the LEP that would be improper or inappropriate. 

3.1 SIF Investment Team 
 

The SIF is operated and managed by the CA‟s Directorate of Strategic Commissioning 

and Delivery (the “Investment Team”). This team is responsible for managing projects 

from their identification through to their approval.  
 
The Investment Team is led by the Interim Executive Director of Strategic 

Commissioning and Delivery, who reports to the CA‟s Head of Paid Service, and is 

responsible for the performance and risk management of the SIF. This Interim 

Executive Director also participates in senior CA management. 

The Investment Team combines conventional public sector regeneration acumen with 

commercial investment experience and is adept at underwriting investments and 

assembling high-quality projects.  
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The team provide assistance to project sponsors to prepare their project for 

investment to maximise the SIF‟s impact.  

The Investment Team‟s working hypothesis is that the combination of commercial 

acumen and the provision of proactive support will maximise value for money when 

using public funds. 

In carrying out their functions, the Investment Team is supported by a number of other 

CA departments: 

 Directorate of Policy Strategy and Government Relations – who 

assist in collaborating on the potential for commissioned projects, SIF 

alignment with strategic priorities and maximising value for money 

through options appraisal. The policy function plays an integral role in 

formulating SIF project calls; 

 Directorate of Corporate Services – including: 

o Finance – who manage the SIF and provide performance 

reporting and insight on programmes; 

o Legal – who provide support i) in managing the legal documents 

required to effect the project, and ii) to oversee governance and 

compliance with the Constitution as well as assessing overall risk; 

o Internal Audit – which provides independent assurance of the 

effectiveness of the systems of internal control, governance and 

risk management; and 

o PMO – whose engagement is described in section 3.2.4. 

 Merseytravel – who provide assistance to identify, assess and deliver 

integrated transport projects, including through the Transport Advisory 

Group whereby local authorities engage in transport pipeline formation. 

3.2 SIF Decision Making 
 

All applications to the SIF are subject to a standardised, rigorous investment appraisal 

process, although this process follows the principle of proportionality. Applications are 

appraised by three bodies; the internal panel, the full investment panel and the CA. 

3.2.1 Internal Panel 
 

This panel is designed to meet regularly, monitor pipeline and portfolio 

performance and maintain governance standards. Reports to the full investment 

panel and the CA are made quarterly on the panel‟s activities and decisions. It 

is made up of the following members: 

 

Member Role on panel 

Assistant Director (Finance) Full member with veto right 

Head of PMO Full member with veto right 

Executive Director of Policy, Strategy 
and Government Relations  

Full member with veto right 
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Member Role on panel 

Director of Integrated Transport (for all 
transport projects) (or nominated staff 
member) 

Full member with veto right 

Chief Legal Officer (or nominated staff 
member) 

Full member with veto right 

Managing Director or Financial Director 
of LEP 

Full member 

CA Head of Paid Service Observer  

Director of Corporate Services Observer 

 
Members are permitted to delegate an alternate to ensure continuity of process 
to the SIF. 
 
The panel will consider called projects at their outline stage and reach decisions 
by consensus. Members with a right of veto may use this to refuse a project or 
decision that would either breach SIF governance requirements and/or run 
contrary to good economic development policy.  
 
The internal panel will also act as executive board in the management of 

portfolio projects, with its decisions once again being reported quarterly to the 

full investment panel and the CA. 

The Panel is chaired by the Interim Executive Director of Strategic 

Commissioning and Delivery (or an officer nominated by the Panel to do so). 

3.2.2 The Investment Panel 

 

The full investment panel (occasionally referred to as the „external panel‟) 

comprises all members of the internal panel, as well as 6-8 independent 

members selected for their experience, expertise and alignment with the 

LCRCA‟s objectives.  
 
These independent members are likely to have previously acted as senior 

executives in their organisations and will be familiar with the duties of an 

executive or supervisory board member. They will have no executive 

responsibility, but will provide advice on strategy, planning, proposed 

investments and overall SIF performance. Recommendations from this full 

investment panel will critically inform decisions taken by the CA. 

The full investment panel‟s remit requires them to: 

 Review the SIF business plan and identify opportunities for improvement; 

 Review the SIF portfolio and identify opportunities to improve 

performance; 

 Critique each proposed project, testing its assumptions, plans, delivery 

and expertise to maximise the potential for successful delivery and 

generation of the targeted economic outputs; 
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 Consider project submissions at the strategic outline, outline and final 

review stages and provide guidance (detailed where necessary) on:- 
 

o The project‟s strategic fit with LCRCA‟s objectives and investment 

strategy; 

o The project‟s quality with respect to its structure, delivery, 

operations, financing and impact; 

o The project‟s risks, control measures to manage these risks and 

their overall portfolio impact; 

o The structure, role and risks of LCRCA‟s proposed financial 

contribution; 

o Opportunities to enhance LCRCA‟s impact by linking and/or 

modifying other projects and interventions under consideration. 

Independent Members will operate by consensus in formulating meeting 

minutes to guide LCRCA in conducting diligence, negotiations and decisions 

about projects. Internal panel members will hold rights of veto on projects, again 

designed to ensure that each department (legal, finance, PMO etc.) can assure 

compliance with its operating requirements. 

More detail on the terms of reference for the Investment Panel can be found in 

Annex 1. 

3.2.3 Fund-specific Board 

 

Certain funding streams will not be referred for consideration to the Investment 

Panel, but rather be considered by an appropriately specialised board with a 

dedicated and proportionate Terms of Reference. 
 
Funds likely to be appropriate for consideration by a fund-specific board will be 

those that are not competitive and are allocated to the Combined Authority, or 

the Transport Executive on their behalf. 
 
Typically, membership of these fund-specific boards will comprise: 

 A Senior Officer of the Combined Authority; 

 The Interim Executive Director of Strategic Commissioning and Delivery; 

 The LCRCA programme lead for the relevant fund; 

 The Head of the PMO; 

 External stakeholders for the fund. 

Fund-specific boards will occupy a similar role to the Investment Panel in 

relation to appraising the merits and deliverability of any submitted projects. 

However, as the funding to be allocated will be uncontested, the LCRCA will 

use these fund-specific boards to expedite delivery of projects whilst 

maintaining an appropriate level of scrutiny in accordance with our principles of 

proportionality, referenced hereafter at section 4.5.1. 
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Where a fund-specific board is to be enlisted in the appraisal process, this will 

be agreed in advance with the project. 

3.2.4 Combined Authority Meetings 

 

The CA ultimately decides on all SIF projects and associated strategy. These 

proposals will be either approved or rejected by simple majority, in accordance 

with the CA‟s constitution. Spending proposals may be put forward by the Metro 

Mayor or any other CA Member. 

3.2.5 Role of the PMO 
 

The PMO belongs to a separate directorate from the Investment Team, in order 

to maintain the independence of its assurance role in providing regular reporting 

on SIF activity and performance. These reports highlight project progress 

(milestone tracking), financial performance, dependencies, key delivery risks, 

issues and other Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

The PMO obtains performance updates from project sponsors (and their 

representatives) proportionate to the scale, complexity and risk associated with 

any given project. All of these activities enable information to feed back into the 

decision-making processes to inform future management of the SIF. 

The PMO is a vital tool in providing independent assurance of project health, 

providing the following key functions in the management of the SIF: 

 Providing programme management expertise and support to the 

Investment Team by coordinating the internal investment decision-

making process. They apply a rigorous approach to the management of 

SIF applications covering risk, project plans and decision-making. It also 

provides assurance that the decision-making process is consistent with 

the Investment Strategy and this Assurance Framework; 

 PMO, in collaboration with the Investment Team, also assists SIF 

applicants in providing a complete application in the correct format. It 

scrutinises application data, commercial and legal documentation and 

highlights any issues of concern. They also coordinate Business Case 

appraisals with the independent assessors. 

 Once a project moves into its delivery phase, the PMO monitors ongoing 

contractual performance until project closure. PMO work with Finance to 

produce regular reports to highlight progress made towards project 

completion and benefit realisation. 

 Once a project has closed, the PMO assists and coordinates post-

completion Monitoring and Evaluation activity, working closely with the 

LCRCA‟s Research and Intelligence Team. 

3.2.6 LEP Board 

 

 The LEP Board contributes to the SIF in a number of ways. 
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Firstly, it contributes actively to strategy formation. The LEP reviews strategy to 

ensure that the SIF properly reflects the aims and policies identified for the 

Liverpool City Region. 
 
The LEP also collaborates with the CA on policy formation, particularly in 

relation to the Local Industrial Strategy and the „Building Back Better‟, the 

LCR‟s Economic Recovery Plan, as well as influencing the long-term priorities 

that the SIF targets. 

The LEP is also able to name a senior executive representative, independent of 

the CA and local authorities, to sit on the SIF‟s internal investment panel. This 

provides the LEP with an active voice in project prioritisation and portfolio 

monitoring. 

Further, LEP sector specialists also routinely join project teams for SIF 

investments to lend sector expertise to any proposed project, allowing for the 

CA and LEP to co-develop investment propositions. 

The LEP also permits certain funds that it receives, predominantly Local Growth 

Funds (LGFs), to be invested through the SIF platform. In doing so, the LEP 

relies on this Assurance Framework. The LEP Board has satisfied itself that its 

reliance on this Assurance Framework meets HM Government reporting 

requirements. 

Finally, with the Chair of the LEP being a member of the CA, the LEP view 

relating to any projects is routinely provided at the time of their submission – 

providing a further check and balance on the administration of the SIF. 

3.3 LEP Decision-Making - Award and Receipt of Government Funds 
 

In 2019, the LCR LEP adopted the legal personality of the LCRCA, an action permitted 

by the Government-issued National Local Growth Assurance Framework (NLGAF). 

However, the NLGAF was clear on preserving the independence of LEPs, and as 

such, LEPs remain accountable to HM Government for any funds awarded to them. 

This applies principally to legacy funds. 
 
As discussed elsewhere in this Assurance Framework, legally the CA is the final 

decision-maker and accountable body on public sector spend and holds responsibility 

for making sure that public sector risks and responsibilities are met.  

By local agreement, the LEP does not make decisions on all of the funds awarded to 

it. Schedule 2 sets out which funding decisions are reserved to the LEP to make and 

those which are made by the CA on their behalf. 

Where the LEP does make decisions on funding and the LCRCA is the sole 

Accountable Body for the administration of funds awarded to the LEP, LCRCA is 

responsible for executing decisions taken by the LEP. Although the LCRCA will 

subject these decisions to the usual scrutiny that the distribution of public funds 

requires, these decisions do not require the approval of the CA. 
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Where decisions are made by the CA, the LEP remains involved in the decision-

making process by advising on the strategic merit of programmes and projects in the 

context of the Single Growth Strategy. The Chair of the LEP, whilst a non-voting 

member of the LCRCA, is also able to provide further scrutiny to decisions of the 

LCRCA on these decisions by voicing their assent or dissent at a meeting of the CA, 

which will then be a matter of public record.  

3.4 Cross-LEP Board Working 

 

The LEP is an active participant and supporter to the LEP Network, both financially 

and in staff engagement. Staff members are also involved in national working groups 

and on advisory boards such as Scale-Up and Growth Hubs. 
 
The LEP is also a member of the Northern Powerhouse Council of LEPs (NP11) at 

both Chair and executive level. Through the Chair, the LEP is a member of the 

Transport for the North Board and Transport for the North Partnership Board.  

At regional level, the LEP Chair meets regularly with other LEP Chairs of LEPs in the 

North West and the Deputy Chair is a member of Net Zero North West and the LCR 

LEP hosts the North West Local Energy Hub with these other LEPs. 

3.5 LEP Board Executive 
 

The LEP Board and Sub-Boards are provided with executive support through an 

incorporated entity - the Liverpool City Region Growth Company. This entity employs 

staff and enters contracts to provide support and also to undertake direct interventions 

in the LCR economy to stimulate growth. 
 
This body is subject to the oversight of nominees of the LEP Board and LCRCA, and 

who assume Company Director responsibilities. The LEP and CA have the power to 

terminate as well as appoint these nominees. 

4. Project Lifecycle and Ensuring Value for Money 

4.1 Project Lifecycle 
 

The purpose of having regard to the stages of the project lifecycle is to provide a 

framework within which the LCRCA can conceptualise, develop and evaluate the 

quality and value for money of its projects and investments. 
 
In order to do this, all applications to the SIF are subject to the same rigorous 

investment appraisal process, although this process does follow the principles of 

proportionality. This is designed to create a robust yet efficient journey to funding. 

Each approval stage of the investment process, and the steps necessary to reach that 

stage, are set out in detail at section 4 of the Investment Strategy. A visual 

representation of the process is set out below: 
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In summary, there are usually five steps in a project‟s journey to approval. 

Identifying Projects – Calls and Commissions 

The CA, through consultation with its constituent local authorities, has identified a 

number of „strategic priorities‟ for the Liverpool City Region; up to 80% of SIF funding 

is allocated to projects that address these priorities. These projects may be delivered 

by the CA itself or by organisations successful in a procurement process. Such 

projects are known as commissioned projects. 

However, the CA may also publicly call for projects to be submitted that address 

certain investment priorities, specified by the CA. This is known as a call for projects. 

Called projects submit an expression of interest to begin their journey through the SIF 

process. 

Information obtained by the CA at this stage equips the Investment Team with the 

information necessary to submit a short outline paper to the Internal Panel, intended to 

identify those projects which are most likely to meet the CA‟s objectives, therefore 

being most suitable for progression. 

Strategic Outline Case – SOC 

The Investment Team will engage with the sponsor of a project (and/or their 

representatives) to obtain information relating to the financial ask of the project, as well 

as information on proposed milestones, good growth, social value, diversity and 

environmental and sustainability assessments. 

Information obtained by the CA at this stage equips the Investment Team with the 

information necessary to submit a strategic outline paper to the Internal Panel, 

intended to identify those projects which are most likely to meet the CA‟s objectives, 

therefore being most suitable for progression. 

This assessment enables the Internal Panel to prioritise and progress the most 

attractive projects through to: 
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Either the Outline Business Case – where a project is identified as potentially suitable 

for funding, and is judged to be of higher risk following an assessment of factors such 

as level of SIF commitment, project complexity, delivery partner(s), etc.  

Or the Final Business Case – where a project is identified as potentially suitable for 

funding, and is judged to be of lower risk following an assessment of factors such as 

level of SIF commitment, project complexity, delivery partner(s), etc.  

This avoids spending unnecessary time on projects that are not fundamentally aligned 

to the goals of the SIF and encourages a proportionate approach that aligns resource 

to those projects deemed to be of higher risk. 

Projects which do not credibly demonstrate that they will address one or more of the 

LCRCA‟s strategic investment aims will be rejected. Further information on the scrutiny 

and assessment that the LCRCA will apply in order to prioritise projects at this stage is 

detailed in Appendix 1 to the Investment Strategy. 

Outline Business Case - OBC 

On progression to the Outline stage, a fund-specific board, (where applicable - for 

example, in relation to the current Transforming Cities Fund, the Transforming Cities 

Fund Board), or the Investment Panel will engage with the sponsor of a project (and/or 

their representatives) to understand the project in greater depth, as well as obtain an 

assessment of its value. 

Projects will be subject to market, operational, financial and structural due diligence, to 

assess its strategic fit, deliverability, potential value for money and prospect of bringing 

about „good growth‟. 

Further information on the scrutiny and assessment that the LCRCA will apply in order 

to prioritise projects at this stage is detailed in Appendix 2 to the Investment Strategy. 

Final Business Case – FBC 

The main purpose of the FBC stage is to provide active scrutiny and endorse projects 

for approval by the CA Board. Projects with satisfactory diligence, term sheet and 

external appraisal will be submitted for consideration by either a fund-specific board or 

the Investment Panel to the CA, accompanied by a final commentary on the project‟s 

merits. Annex 3 provides an illustration of the content of a final review submission. 

Please note that all schemes will continue to be independently appraised by the CA or 

a consultant of the CA, not by the project‟s sponsor. 

Approval 

The CA, equipped with the commentary of the fund-specific board or Investment 

Panel, will then make a final decision on whether a project has been accepted for SIF 

funding in principle.  

The papers submitted to the CA for consideration contain a summary of the OBC for 

any given project and, where appropriate, will also include the FBC as an appendix. As 

aforementioned, the majority of CA meeting papers are available for public comment 
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due to being published on the CA website, enabling the public to impact upon 

decision-making. 

However, this is not possible in every instance, for example where the papers contain 

commercially sensitive data which is exempt from public consumption. 

Once projects are approved, funding is not committed until legal documentation is 

executed to this effect. Where a project is rejected, this project will receive reasoned 

feedback. 

4.2 Stakeholder Engagement 

 

The LCRCA has published the 2020 Local Industrial Strategy, the principal economic 

development strategy for the Liverpool City Region. This document identifies the 

priorities that are best placed to improve the Liverpool City Region‟s economy in an 

inclusive and environmentally sound manner. 
 
Following the global Covid-19 pandemic, the LCRCA has also published its economic 

recovery plan, Building Back Better, designed to enable the Liverpool City Region to 

mitigate the impact of the pandemic on the area. 

A new Investment Strategy has also been developed in conjunction with this 

Assurance Framework. The Investment Strategy builds on the aforementioned policy 

documents and strategies, designed to provide a sound basis for taking investment 

decisions through the SIF.  

Section 3 above provides detail on how the SIF process will engage the Combined 

Authority and the LEP, both strategically and at the project level. The LEP will play an 

important role in identifying sector-led opportunities and the Investment Team will 

interact and consult with the LEP sector leads to help achieve this objective. 

The CA will engage with its constituent local authorities at the CA board level, through 

Chief Executive or senior officer meetings, and through regular working groups 

amongst delivery groups such as the transport advisory or major projects delivery 

working groups. 

The LCRCA will also use its website to engage with the wider community and will be 

used as a platform for transparent sharing of the SIF processes and objectives. Details 

of all SIF investment calls, decisions and funding allocated will be published online, in 

line with the LCRCA‟s publication scheme and the Local Government Transparency 

Code. 

Further, the Investment Team will maintain ongoing dialogue with the Liverpool City 

Region‟s business, third sector and public organisations to inform them of the 

availability of funding, the current objectives, and to identify and co-design project 

opportunities from an early stage. 
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4.3 Pre-Development Funding 

 

The Combined Authority considers project development to be a significant barrier to 

growth. To fully reach its potential, the CA must improve the City Region‟s project 

development capacity. The CA must ensure that the risk of having more funds than 

projects does not materialise, in order that the CA does not struggle to generate the 

economic growth it was established to enable. 
 
In order to commit SIF funds in an orderly way, the CA will, selectively and with 

caution, intervene to expand and improve the pipeline of projects that it might fund, 

providing risk funding and expertise to help analyse markets, identify opportunities and 

develop projects towards a deliverable state. 

The CA will allocate a portion, typically up to 5% of non-transport funding and 10% of 

transport funding to the pre-development of strategic projects, attaching conditions to 

maximise its impact and minimise the moral hazards associated with pre-development 

funding. 

The funds will be drawn from SIF revenue sources until they can be capitalised into a 

project per the Section 73 officer‟s confirmation. 

Annex 4 contains further information of the guidelines the CA will observe in managing 

pre-development funding. 

4.4 Use of Evidence 
 

The CA has committed to an evidence-based approach to policy and investment. For 

each investment proposition, it will obtain and review evidence on the strategic case 

for intervention as well as its financial and commercial assumptions. There are three 

main sources for evidence: 
 

1. Evidence obtained from third parties to support diligence on projects. For 

example, a property intervention is typically supported by a market report and 

valuation from a professionally qualified firm of surveyors; 

2. Evidence obtained from the CA policy team, Merseytravel and LEP following 

their own research and policy examination; 

3. Evidence submitted by project sponsors, to the extent this meets a minimum 

standard for rigour and methodology and can be verified through external 

reference. 

The Investment Team is not required to be expert in all areas, but rather to assure 

evidence and expertise is brought into the investment process at each stage. 

The CA will identify best practice in public investment, including from the What Works 

Centre for Local Economic Growth. It will use this best practice to shape calls and 

commissions, as well as to work with project sponsors to maximise their benefit of their 

proposal. 
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4.5 Appraisal 
 

A key objective of this Assurance Framework is to support the LCRCA in assessing 

whether potential investments offer good value for money (VfM) and have the capacity 

to generate and deliver the growth objectives set out in the aforementioned policy 

documents and strategies. 
 
The appraisal process for the SIF will be consistent with HM Treasury‟s Green Book 

and Business Case Appraisal Process including supplementary and departmental 

guidance, such as the Department for Transport‟s (DfT) WebTAG1 appraisal guidance 

and MHCLG‟s Appraisal Guide. 

This follows the recommended five cases model: 

 Strategic Case – a project must provide a compelling case for change and 

explain how its aims fit with the objective of the organisation and wider public 

sector agendas; 

 Economic Case – this must justify how the project or preferred option 

represents best public value; 

 Commercial Case – it must be demonstrated that the project is attractive to the 

market, can be procured and is commercially viable; 

 The Financial Case – the project must be assessed and the proposed spend 

confirmed as being affordable; 

 Management Case – assesses whether the demands on each party are 

achievable. 

4.5.1 Proportionality 
 

The CA undertakes to apply a proportionate application of HM Treasury‟s 

Green Book and its attendant five business case model to maximise efficiency. 

Three key features of the LCRCA‟s approach to proportionality are as follows: 
 

1. The CA will allow projects judged to be of a lower level of risk to progress 

directly from strategic outline approval to final approval. This eliminates 

the outline stage, allowing the project to be funded more quickly and the 

Investment Team to focus its scarce resources on larger funding 

requests; 

 

2. The CA will also adopt a risk-based approach under which it will allocate 

Investment Team development and diligence time according to the size, 

risk and complexity of projects and programmes. Even in accepting 

differences in the depth of analysis and diligence it undertakes, the CA 

will adopt the same base approach and templates to prepare and submit 

                                                           
1
 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-tag 
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its papers. Please refer to Annex 3 for the summary headings of the final 

review (FBC). 
 

3. Where funding streams are uncompetitive, reserved for the Combined 

Authority or the Transport Executive on their behalf, the LCRCA will look 

to use internal processes such as fund-specific boards, as opposed to 

the full Investment Panel, in the allocation of funding to projects. 

4.5.2 Consideration of Options 

 

Where a project promotor is a public sector organisation, the CA requires 

consideration of options per HM Treasury‟s Green Book as detailed above. 

Where the project promotor is a private or third sector organisation, the CA‟s 

ability to require options analysis may be limited since it may fund the project 

under consideration but is not leading its delivery. In these cases: 

 The CA may consider options at a higher level, i.e. choose amongst a number 

of projects that deliver the same outcomes (e.g. multiple proposals for office 

development in the city centre); 

 Engage with the project promotor to consider alternative options for delivery 

within that promoters‟ financial and operational parameters; and 

 Accept that the project itself has no alternative options but consider the different 

financing approaches the CA could take, also to optimise VfM. 
 
In appraisal relating to transport, central case assessments will be based on 

forecasts consistent with the DfT‟s National Trip End Model (NTEM). Further, 

the CA is also able to factor in its own reasonable opinion of forecast travel 

demand, based on our local policies, when determining whether to approve any 

given scheme. 

4.5.3 Appraisal Criteria 
 

 A single appraisal approach will be applied to all projects, regardless of sector 

or geography, which will be transparent and equitable. The project appraisal 

criteria are outlined in Appendix 1 and 2 of the Investment Strategy and are 

summarised below: 
 

 Strategic Fit; 

 Clear case for investment; 

 VfM; 

 Deliverability; 

 Good growth. 
 

The SIF has been established with a principle of becoming a self-sustaining 

fund over time. Where the project‟s financial profile can support it, preference 

will be given to support in the form of loans or investments that generate a 

return, and in future may include business rates and/or Council Tax generated, 
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being recycled to the Fund on a basis that reflects the SIF‟s investment. In 

addition, private and other public sector leverage will be maximised. 
 
Projects will be appraised against these criteria and should also meet minimum 

thresholds and requirements. For transport projects, the expectation is that all 

schemes must adhere to the VfM principles (as set out within DfT‟s guidance) at 

all stages of the approval process, and be independently verified on behalf of 

the Combined Authority as part of the assessment process. Such projects must 

also have been subject to earlier rigour to de-scope the scheme, or else to 

explore higher VfM alternatives.  
 
Whilst the above principles on value for money are an important part of the 

appraisal process, they are one factor, among many, to be considered when 

appraising schemes. For example, the CA will be able to approve schemes with 

lower VfM, having regard to specific circumstances including:- 
 

 very convincing2 wider economic, social and environmental benefit; 

 the ability of the scheme to address multiple city regional policy objectives;   

 circumstances where very significant levels of match funding are being 

provided by the scheme promoter; or 

 where there are other urgent3 considerations. 
 

The Investment Team will offer professional advice on the relative weight that 
should be afforded to such considerations. Recommendations to the CA will 
clearly explain the rationale for approving a lower VfM scheme and the 
implications of the recommendation. It is entirely conceivable that a project that 
strongly aligns to the CA‟s strategic objectives could be considered as a 
preferential candidate for investment, when compared with a project solely 
scoring highly based on economic metrics. 

4.5.4 Assessing Value for Money (VfM) 
 

Further to the 2020 updates to HM Treasury‟s Green Book, the CA intends to 

consider VfM as being more than merely favourable economic metrics, with the 

attainment of strategic objectives being ample justification for choosing to invest 

in any given scheme. 
 
Good VfM, as defined by the National Audit Office (NAO) is the optimal use of 

 resources to achieve the intended outcomes. „Optimal‟ being „the most 

desirable possible given expressed or implied restrictions or constraints‟. VfM is 

not just about achieving the lowest initial price, it is defined as the optimum 

                                                           
2
 I.e. benefits that are core to the Combined Authority’s strategy, as described in its corporate plan or investment strategy but 

which may not be captured entirely in value for money calculations, even considering the social impacts contained in HM 
Treasury’s 2020 Green Book update. An example of this may be in addressing localised air quality problems, which is vital for 
public health but may not generate sufficient value for money in a conventional transport appraisal to permit focused 
intervention. 
3
 This applies where a project becomes necessary to safeguard initiatives or projects that are core to the Combined 

Authority’s strategy, as described in its corporate plan or investment strategy.  
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combination of whole life costs and quality, with due regard to propriety and 

regularity.  
 
The NAO uses three criteria to assess the VfM of government spending i.e. the 
 
optimal use of resources to achieve the intended outcomes:- 

 
 economy - minimising the cost of resources used or required (inputs) – 

spending less; 

 efficiency - the relationship between the output from goods or services and 

the resources to produce them – spending well; and 

 effectiveness - the relationship between the intended and actual results of 

public spending (outcomes) – spending wisely.  
 
The focus of the SIF appraisal will be on projects that deliver growth, provide 

VfM and meet the wider strategic objectives set out in the Economic Recovery 

Strategy. The CA will make investment decisions based on a range of 

evidence, such as the strategic case and other local impacts and analyses of 

cost effectiveness (including jobs and GVA), as well as the wider VfM appraisal. 
 
The CA will take account of a range of evidence when deciding to invest in a 

project (such as the local impacts on the economy and investment unlocked) 

within the context of a wider VfM appraisal. Even if the national Benefit Cost 

Ratio is low/poor, the LCRCA may decide to invest in a project based on the 

overall business case, including local impacts, by referring to the specific 

circumstances described in the appraisal criteria above. This includes the 

expectation that only in exceptional circumstances should a scheme with lower 

than “high” value for money be put forward (Benefit Cost Ratio above 2 and 

accounting for significant non-monetised impacts and key uncertainties). 
 
As set out in the National Guidance, in addition to following the Green Book 

Business Case guidance, the methodology used to assess VfM for the Single 

Pot funding (known as the Strategic Investment Fund (SIF) locally) will reflect 

the established guidance of the relevant government department and is detailed 

in Appendix A of the Single Pot Assurance Guidance; for transport projects, 

this will be the established DfT WebTAG methodology. 

4.5.5 Responsible Senior Officers 

  
 The Interim Executive Director of Strategic Commissioning and Delivery is the 

senior officer responsible for assuring adherence to the Investment Strategy, 

including the investment process and the standards outlined above for 

prioritisation, appraisal and securing value for money. The Director and the 

Investment Team‟s role is to prepare optimal submissions for consideration by 

the Investment Panel and the Combined Authority.  

 
The Investment Panel is responsible for providing scrutiny and 

recommendations on each business case. The veto rights available to the Head 
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of Finance, Chief Legal Officer, PMO, Executive Directors of Integrated 

Transport, and Policy, Strategy and Government Relations assure a separation 

between those responsible for preparing a project submission and those 

responsible for approving/recommending it. It also assures that projects 

submitted for funding by the Directorate of Strategic Commissioning and 

Delivery are considered by responsible officers outside that directorate.  
 

 To create an appropriate working tension between project submissions and 

value for money, the Director of Corporate Services, who is also the Section 73 

Officer and to whom the heads of PMO, and Finance and Chief Legal Officer 

report, carries responsibility for assuring value for money.  

4.6 Risk Management 

 

Risk Management is at the heart of the SIF investment process. Section 5.18 of the 

Investment Strategy sets out how risks will be monitored at a Project, Programme and 

Portfolio level. The Interim Executive Director of Strategic Commissioning and Delivery 

is the senior officer responsible for the propriety and performance of SIF projects and 

portfolio. 
 
The Investment Team makes risk integral to its structuring and presentation of 
projects, maintaining its own view of risk. The CA also requires project sponsors to 
maintain a risk register, with risk control measures to be agreed prior to approval. 
When a project is in delivery, the CA will require the risk register to be maintained, 
regularly reviewed and reported on.  

 
Additionally, the PMO, will regularly report on performance to the Combined Authority 
meeting. The Corporate Risk Register is reported to each meeting of the Audit and 
Governance Committee. 

5. Monitoring and Evaluation 
 
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) is a critical component of an effective performance 
management regime. M&E assesses the relative impacts and benefits of a scheme or 
series of policy interventions, including how it was delivered and whether the 
investment generated the intended benefits and delivered value for money. M&E 
provides a useful service to inform future policy development, priorities and budgets. 

5.1 Effective Monitoring and Evaluation 
 
The LCRCA is committed to implementing effective M&E in order to understand the 
delivery progress, impact and effectiveness of its investments and activities. The 
Combined Authority‟s approach to M&E will provide robust and credible evidence that 
can be used to: 
 
a) Monitor and manage delivery progress and provide the required returns to 

funders in respect of project expenditure and delivery of outputs and outcomes; 
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b) Understand delivery quality and explore how effectively and efficiently projects 

have been implemented and the factors underpinning this; 

c) Understand and, where feasible, quantify the economic, environmental, health 

and social impact of the Combined Authority‟s investments and activities; 

d) Provide local accountability to the public by demonstrating how devolved funding 

is spent and the benefits achieved, and tracking progress against local strategies 

and action plan. As such, M&E will be important to demonstrate the value and 

effectiveness of local decision-making and to shape future priorities; 
 

e) Comply with external scrutiny requirements i.e. to satisfy conditions of the 

Devolution Deal. Specifically, M&E will be used to demonstrate local progress and 

delivery to senior government officials and Ministers who are ultimately 

accountable to parliament for devolved funds; 
 

f) Understand which policies/interventions work and are effective, and justify 

reinvestment or further funding. M&E will provide a useful feedback loop and 

enable this to be communicated to relevant stakeholders; 
 

g) Develop an evidence base for input into future business cases and land 

use/transport models; and can also be used for developing future submissions 

when competing for funds. M&E will collect, collate and analyse data which can be 

utilised for future work.  
 
The LCR Combined Authority‟s Devolution Deal specifically includes a commitment 

between Government and the LCRCA to work together in developing an approach to 

monitoring and evaluating the impact of the Deal. 
 
The Combined Authority will use its performance management regime as the primary 

means of monitoring progress of the objectives/deliverables set out in the Devolution 

Deal. The same system will also be used to undertake performance management of 

other key areas of the LCRCA‟s activity and interest such as the projects funded from 

the Strategic Investment Fund.  
 
Performance management reports will be provided regularly to the LCRCA‟s 

governance structures to inform decision-making and if necessary additional 

interventions to deliver the agreed outcomes. The LCR LEP Board will also receive 

reports on the performance and effectiveness of Local Growth Funds being invested 

through the SIF, in order to check progress towards the achievement of the Single 

Growth Strategy‟s Objectives. 
 
Furthermore, all projects funded by the SIF, regardless of the size,  

are required to demonstrate that they are able to comply fully with the Combined 

Authority‟s monitoring and evaluation requirements. These are: 
 
1: A Requirement to Complete a Project Monitoring and Evaluation Plan 
 
All SIF applicants will be required to complete a SIF Project Monitoring and Evaluation 

Plan before project approval. The plan will outline the broad scope and timing of  
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monitoring and evaluation activity encompassing:   

 Logic Model Summary: an overview of the key elements of the project logic 

model to guide the development of the M&E plan and inform project evaluation.  

 Evaluation Objectives and Questions: linked to the project logic model, a 

concise summary of the overall objectives for the evaluation and the specific 

research questions that it will explore.  

 Impact assessment methods: an overview of the likely evaluation methods to be 

used for impact assessment and attribution of impacts to project activities. This 

should include an exploration of the feasibility of Counterfactual impact Evaluation.   

 Timing Evaluation Research: an outline timetable for the phases of evaluation 

research. 

 Monitoring data requirements: a summary of the output, outcome and impact 

indicators that the project will report against and a clear specification for the 

additional monitoring information that the project should collect to enable high 

quality evaluation.  
 
Individual monitoring and evaluation plans must be proportionate, in line with 

procedures for appraisal and in line with the latest government department guidance, 

where relevant. The Investment Team and Evidence and Research Team will work 

with the project applicant to develop and agree the content of the plan. The final 

Project Monitoring and Evaluation Plan will need to be signed off before the project 

can be approved for SIF funding.  
 
2: A Requirement to Collect Appropriate Project Monitoring Data 

SIF applicants are required to provide sufficient data and information to allow the 
Combined Authority to: 

 Understand the project‟s delivery progress  

 Identify and address any barriers to delivery and / or mitigate project risks 

 Capture information and evidence about the direct outputs and (in some instances) 
outcomes arising as a result of project activities 

 Meet the monitoring requirements of funders of the SIF 

 Support effective future project evaluation. 

The specific monitoring data requirements will be agreed during the SIF application 
process and detailed in the Project Monitoring and Evaluation Plan. Monitoring data 
requirements will be included within the project Funding Agreement. 

All SIF funded projects will be expected to provide regular (at least quarterly, in some 
instances monthly) submissions which detail project expenditure and progress towards 
output targets. The format for these submissions will be specified by the Combined 
Authority and the frequency of reporting will be specified in the project Funding 
Agreement. 

Some projects will be asked to collect more in-depth monitoring data which is bespoke 

to the design of the project. The principle of proportionality will be applied here, and 
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the Combined Authority will ensure that there is a clear rationale and purpose for all 

monitoring data requested. 

 

3: A Requirement to Participate in Project and Programme Evaluation  

All SIF funded projects are required to participate fully in any project or programme 
evaluation that is commissioned by the Combined Authority or organisations that 
provide funding into the SIF. This could include:  

 Evaluation of a programme of activity of which the SIF funded project is a part. 
Here the SIF funded project would be examined alongside others and used as part 
of a wider evidence base to draw conclusions about the overall success or impact 
of the programme of activity. This includes, but is not limited to, evaluation activities 
required by government departments such as the Gainshare and Transforming 
Cities Fund evaluations.  

 Evaluation of the SIF Funded Project. Participation in a project level evaluation 
commissioned or undertaken by the Combined Authority. Here the SIF funded 
project would be the sole focus of the evaluation activity and conclusions would 
focus on the impact and effectiveness of the SIF funded project.  

In both instances, the Combined Authority will draw extensively on the information 
submitted by the applicant during the SIF application process and project monitoring 
data submitted during delivery.  

Project sponsors and the project delivery team will be expected to provide reasonable 
inputs into the evaluation research, for example by: 

 Providing access to project documents and information relating to the design and 
delivery of the project.  

 Ensuring that strategic, managerial and operational members of staff will 
participate in any interviews, workshops or other primary research to inform project 
or programme evaluation. 

 Facilitating access to direct beneficiaries of the project‟s activities (e.g. SMEs using 
business support services, learners participating in training etc). Applicants will be 
expected to ensure that appropriate data releases are in place to allow contact 
details and background information on clients to be shared.    

The likely focus and requirements of project level evaluation activity will be agreed with 
applicants during the SIF approval process. The Combined Authority will work to 
ensure that monitoring and evaluation requirements are proportionate to the scale and 
complexity of the project. 

Findings from project and programme level evaluations and best practice lessons will 
be disseminated to individual projects and programme teams and more widely across 
the Combined Authority. The Interim Executive Director of Strategic Commissioning 
and Delivery will also submit an annual report to the Combined Authority, summarising 
investments made and lessons learned, within the previous year. These measures will 
ensure that the evidence, insight and lessons that M&E activity creates (on what 
works, how and why) is embedded into the design and delivery of future interventions.  
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5.2 Responsibilities and Resources 
 
The primary M&E responsibilities under this Assurance Framework are outlined in the 
table below: 
 

Responsibility Resource 

Setting the LCRCA‟s strategic approach to 

Monitoring and Evaluation, including 

annual review  

 

Head of Paid Service 

Monitoring progress of Devolution Deal 

objectives and of LCRCA wider programme 

of activity, including projects and 

programmes funded from the SIF 

 

Research and Intelligence Team (with 

support/input from PMO, policy leads 

and the LEP) 

Preparation of individual Monitoring and 

Evaluation Plans 

 

Devolution Theme Leads/SIF applicants 

Undertaking individual evaluation 

 

 

Independent teams that are in the same 

organisation as the Devolution Theme 

Leads/SIF applicants 

 

Developing the Local Framework in support 

of the Gateway Assessment 

 

Research and Intelligence Team / PMO 

(with support/input from policy leads and 

the LEP) 

Maintaining a repository of Monitoring and 

Evaluation data 

 

 

PMO / Research and Intelligence Team 

(with support/input from policy leads and 

the LEP) 

Dissemination of evaluation conclusions 

and lessons 

 

PMO / LCRCA / LEP Communications 

Team  

5.3 Ongoing Project Performance Monitoring 
 

As aforementioned, performance information is co-ordinated and assessed by the 

LCRCA‟s PMO team. Individual monitoring and evaluation plans, along with project 

specific KPIs will be agreed as part of the project business case and contract. 
 
All projects in delivery will be expected to report to the CA on: 
 

 Performance against Business Plans and Milestones; 

 Risks; 

 Issues; 

 Financial performance information (as appropriate for the investment 

instrument); 

 Quality; and 
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 Benefits, Outputs and Outcomes (as appropriate). 
 
 
 
 
Portfolios 
 
Using an agreed list of metrics, reports on overall portfolio performance will also be 

provided. Delivery progress will be summarised alongside other KPIs. To ensure 

transparency, this information will be published on the CA website. 

5.4 Benefits Management 
 

All projects will be required to produce a benefits realisation plan as part of their 

Business Case, which identifies the outcomes (benefits) they are planning to deliver, 

how outcomes will be measured, a baseline assessment, and how they intend to 

implement, monitor and assess the project to identify whether the benefits have been 

realised.  
 
This process is vital to meeting the ongoing monitoring and evaluation requirements 

later in the project lifecycle and will be co-ordinated by the PMO team. 

5.5 Change Control 
 

The CA has a formal change request process in place which ensures that project 

changes are well understood and agreed before a change takes place. This process is 

co-ordinated by the PMO team. This includes changes to project documentation, plans 

and funding agreements.  
 

The PMO team, with assistance from the Investment Team, will engage with project 

sponsors on changes requested and will encourage a collaborative approach that 

encourages early discussion of changes that may become necessary. The Change 

Control process is intended to be an open and transparent method of managing 

expectations according to the reality of the project‟s lifecycle and may assist in 

avoiding non-compliance or breach of funding agreements. 

5.6 Enforcement; Non-compliant Funding 
 

It is vital that the LCRCA maintain an effective and consistent system of financial 

enforcement to encourage present and future projects to use public funds in 

accordance with their approved use and terms. Failing to meet breaches of funding 

agreements with proportionate enforcement measures risks creating a perception that 

such breaches can be committed without repercussion. 
 
Left unchecked, this in turn risks creating an environment where public money is 

distributed and used other than in accordance with agreed objectives, requirements 

and restrictions. Projects that deviate from the terms must be in no doubt that the 

LCRCA is willing and able to exercise the remedies available to it. 
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Further, the LCRCA is resolute in its desire to ensure that the maximum benefit 

possible for the Liverpool City Region is obtained from the distribution of its funding. 
Where it becomes clear that projects are not doing so, the CA will not hesitate to 
recoup this money via legal remedies so that funding may be better allocated 
elsewhere. 

5.6.1 Breaches and Non-Compliance 

 

There are many ways in which a project may become non-compliant with and/or 

breach the terms of a funding agreement and this section does not seek to list 

these in their entirety. However, three broad themes are explored hereafter for 

illustrative purposes. 
  

Firstly, the PMO has previously encountered projects which have failed to 

deliver, or are highly unlikely to deliver, agreed objectives detailed within the 

funding agreement. This may be in relation to the number or type of jobs 

created, the date of completion (whether actual or financial completion) or the 

specifications of any construction to be undertaken under this project. 
 
Secondly, the PMO has also encountered difficulties in relation to the 

information provided by project sponsors. Projects are required to submit 

regular reports updating on their status, which serve a vital tool to track the 

progress on any given project. However, non-compliant projects may fail to 

provide these updates on time, in the correct format or with the necessary detail 

required by the funding agreement. 
 
Finally, another recurring issue that PMO has identified relates to how funds 

from each financial year are dealt with. For example, recipients often fail to use 

the „Change Control‟ process to bring funds from one financial year to the next 

within a reasonable period of time, often rendering these projects non-

compliant. 
 
Where non-compliance or breach of a funding agreement is identified, the 

LCRCA will seek to rectify this non-compliance or breach in a manner 

proportionate to the offending act.  The manner by which they will do so is set 

out hereafter. 

5.6.2 Enforcement Panel 

 

For a detailed description of the process the LCRCA will follow when 

considering whether to pursue enforcement measures, please read Annex 6, 

containing the „Enforcement Pathway‟. 
 
A key decision-making body within this pathway is the „Enforcement Panel‟. 

This Panel is made up of a representative from each of the LCRCA‟s Legal, 

Investment and PMO departments and is designed to provide informed debate, 

according to the principles of enforcement (see below), on whether enforcement 

action is appropriate in the circumstances. 
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5.6.3 Principles of Enforcement 

 

Where non-compliance with, or a beach of, a funding agreement is identified, 

the Enforcement Panel will seek to apply two guiding principles to the project in 

determining whether enforcement action is appropriate. 
 
The first principle is that of cooperation. This principle has been specifically 

chosen in an attempt to foster positive working relations between the LCRCA 

and the recipients of its funding. Where a project has defaulted on a specific 

funding agreement, however is cooperating fully and in good faith to identify 

and rectify this breach, the LCRCA is keen to ensure, where possible, that the 

relevant public monies continue to be used for the purposes for which they were 

originally distributed. 
 
The second principle is consideration of the context of the non-compliance or 

breach, as it is viewed as an inherently relevant factor in determining whether 

enforcement action is to be taken. The LCRCA is conscious of the plethora of 

reasons through which a breach may be committed and acknowledges that 

there is a marked difference between a breach committed in bad faith and 

hidden from the LCRCA, compared with what may be a technical breach that is 

largely beyond the recipient‟s control. Further, any previous history of breaches 

or non-compliance is likely to be considered under this principle. 
 
These two principles are not an exhaustive summary of the LCRCA‟s approach 

when considering whether enforcement action is appropriate. It may be 

necessary for the LCRCA to depart from these principles or consider additional 

factors when determining what action, if any, to take. 
 

5.6.4 Legal Remedies 
 

Where non-compliance or breach is identified and the initial stages of the 

Enforcement Pathway have been adhered to, the Enforcement Panel may 

determine that the only appropriate action to be taken is for legal remedies to 

be sought by the LCRCA. 
 
CA funding agreements contain enforcement provisions, legally entitling the CA 

to take certain actions if a project is non-compliant with, or breaches, the 

relevant agreement. 
 
An example of the enforcement provisions within these agreements typically 

enables the CA to suspend or vary funding to a project, until such a time as the 

CA is satisfied that any offending actions have been rectified. Further, the CA is 

also entitled to cease the provision of funding in its entirety and/or demand 

repayment of the funding.  
 
The LCRCA is both willing and able to seek any and all remedies available to it 

against offending projects and is prepared to enforce the terms of the relevant 

funding agreement in Court, where necessary. 
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5.7 Five-year gateway review 
 

As a condition of the LCRCA‟s £30 million Investment Fund (“Gain Share”) allocation 

over the next 30 years, there will be five-yearly gateway reviews undertaken by a 

national evaluation panel.  SQW has been appointed to put in place the national 

framework for conducting these Gateway Reviews and to work with localities on 

developing a Local Framework to assess the impact of projects and intervention that 

are funded from gainshare. 
 
Individual project monitoring and evaluation plans (part of the investment submission) 

will need to define the arrangements agreed to engage with SQW.   

5.8 Project Closure 

 

All projects will be required to produce a closure report on completion of the project. 

This report must confirm: 
 

 All activities have been delivered in accordance with the contract; 

 The final financial profile for the project; 

 That there are no outstanding risk or issues requiring attention; and 

 Any other matters reasonably required by the Investment Team and/or PMO. 
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Schedule 1 - Joint Statement of the LCRCA and LEP on 

Roles and Responsibilities 

This Schedule seeks to set out the respective roles and responsibilities and agreed 

local governance arrangements between the LCRCA and LEP, in accordance with the 

requirements of HM Government‟s National Local Growth Assurance Framework 

guidance. 

Greater detail can be found in sections 2 and 3 of the Liverpool City Region National 

Local Growth Assurance Framework, however a summary of the local processes and 

procedures are provided within this Schedule. 

Advisory and Challenge Function of the LEP 

The LEP has a Board comprising of twenty members. Membership is drawn from the 

private sector, the Third Sector, Higher Education, Further Education, the Trades 

Union Congress and the public sector. The public sector membership consists of the 

Liverpool City Region Metro Mayor together with two CA portfolio leads. 

The LEP Chair (or their deputy), is a non-voting member of the MCA and is also the 

LCRCA portfolio holder for Business Support. Further, the LEP Chair (or their 

delegate) represents the Liverpool City Region alongside the LCRCA on extra-

boundary groups such as Transport for the North. The LEP Chair also acts 

independently on the Management Board of the LEP Network. 

Supporting the LEP Board are a range of sector specific and thematic Sub-Boards that 

extend the LEP Board‟s expertise as well as its representation. The Sub-Boards are 

providing executive capacity through a dedicated entity and not by officers of the 

LCRCA, nor its constituent local authorities. The LEP Board also receives most of its 

support through this entity, but the LCRCA provides further support through its Head of 

Paid Service (the LCRCA CEO), the Section 73 Officer and its Chief Legal Officer & 

Monitoring Officer. 
 
Alignment of Decision-Making 
 
The LEP and LCRCA enjoy a coterminous boundary and have agreed who will make 
decisions over the use of funds whether awarded to the LEP or the LCRCA. Schedule 
2 of the Liverpool City Region National Local Growth Assurance Framework details the 
reserved and delegated powers for decision making over funds awarded to the LEP, 
which will be kept under review as funding sources change. 
 
The funds are not explored in detail within this statement, however broadly they fall 
into either capital or revenue. Decisions on the former are taken by the LCRCA within 
pre-agreed parameters, operated as a Single Pot investment framework called the 
Strategic Investment Fund. 
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Accountability 
 
The LEP has nominated the LCRCA to be its sole Accountable Body and it has also 
adopted the legal personality of the Combined Authority. Despite the delegated 
arrangements described above, the LEP remains accountable to HM Government for 
the funds it is awarded and in turn holds the LCRCA accountable for their use and 
impact. 
 
Although capital funding decisions are taken by the LCRCA, the LEP Board maintains 
oversight through the receipt of performance reports and updates and through the 
involvement of the independent executive, in various groups and panels, that oversee 
the administration of these funds. 

 
As the LEP has adopted the legal personality of the LCRCA, the latter executes those 
decisions as if they were their own. As such, where funding decision are taken by the 
LEP, the LCRCA will subject them to all of the required regulation and scrutiny 
pertinent to the use of public funds. 
 
Efficiency and Corporate Identity 
 
In utilising the LCRCA as its Accountable Body, the LEP utilises the expertise and 
resources of the CA with regard to functions such as project appraisal, legal, 
monitoring and evaluation. 

 
The independent executive, previously mentioned, provides support to the LEP Board 
and its Sub-Boards in advising and informing policy, strategy and modes of 
intervention. These are in areas in which the LCRCA does not employ staff and so the 
Combined Authority gains further expertise from the private sector on those areas.  

 
Whilst the main relationship of import is between the LEP and LCRCA, there is also 
alignment with the constituent local authorities, whereby a central hub is supported 
and operates through local satellites such as the Growth Hub. 

 
Despite the close relationships, the joint working and the alignment of resources, 
branding is not unified but reflects the distinct and separate personalities of the LEP 
and LCRCA. However, there are agreed and clear branding guidelines and protocols 
that ensure local and regional branding such as Northern Powerhouse and HM 
Government branding, where appropriate, are used to ensure the origin of funds and 
the responsibility for their use is clearly articulated. 
 
Overview and Scrutiny 
 
The LEP has retained its independence and has its own Constitution and Code of 
Conduct and other relevant policies. In adopting the legal personality of the LCRCA 
the LEP has been incorporated into the LCRCA‟s Constitution, and as such is within 
scope of the Combined Authority‟s Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 
 
Further, by virtue of its membership of the LCRCA, the LEP Chair can be subject to 
scrutiny through Combined Authority meetings by other members of the CA or the 
public. 
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This is further enhanced as Overview and Scrutiny and is not restricted to the LCRCA 
but extends to any of the Overview and Scrutiny Committees of the constituent local 
authorities. 
 
LCR Local Enterprise Partnership Board and Delivery Companies (“LEP”): Roles 
and Responsibilities 
 
The LCR LEP is distinct from the Combined Authority, yet it works with the Combined 
Authority to deliver the Growth Strategy for the Liverpool City Region. It operates as an 
independent partnership board of representatives of the private and public sectors, 
plus other relevant stakeholders. Its chairperson, drawn from the private sector, is a 
non-voting member of the Combined Authority.  
 
The LEP Board operates with the support of a series of sector and thematic specific 
sub-boards, providing focused insight and advice to inform LCR and HM Government 
policy/activities. The LEP has a Board comprising of twenty members. Membership is 
drawn from the private sector, the Third Sector, Higher Education, Further Education 
and the public sector. The public sector membership consists of the Liverpool City 
Region Metro Mayor together with two CA portfolio leads. 
 
Sub-board members are leaders from business and the public sector who provide 
strategic insight, intelligence and guidance to the LEP board. The LEP board and its 
sub-boards are supported by executive capacity provided by a self-standing Group of 
LEP Delivery companies. 
 
The LEP Board has a key interface role with HM Government in progressing 
interventions and supporting the development of the overall growth strategy for LCR. 
The growth strategy provides the evidence base for making investment decisions and 
allocating the SIF, in addition to local transport objectives and statutory requirements. 
 
In line with HM Government policy, the CA leads on the development of economic 
strategies at the city-region level, but with the close support and advice and insight of 
the LEP together with executive resource through revenue funding awarded to the 
LEP.  
 
As stated earlier, the LEP has adopted the legal personality of the CA and the 
constitutions of both the LEP and CA allow for decisions reserved to the LEP to be 
executed by the CA. These largely relate to specific activities or funding streams as 
detailed in Schedule 2 of the Liverpool City Region National Local Growth Assurance 
Framework. Where decisions are reserved to the LEP Board they are generally 
reached through a simple majority although the LEP Constitution allows for voting. The 
LEP Chair has no casting vote and has no automatic authority to take decisions 
independently of the LEP Board. However, the LEP Chair can be given delegated 
authority by a majority decision of the LEP Board. 
 
However, in general, the LEP reserves decision making over revenue funds awarded 
to it but capital funds are invested through the Strategic Investment Fund (SIF) that is 
governed and administered by the CA. The CA reports on the use of these funds 
including impact and also produces the Local Growth Fund Data Returns for the LEP 
Board‟s consideration before submission to HM Government. 
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With regard to the SIF, the LEP Board engages in the following way: 
 

 It contributes actively to strategy formation; 

 It will name a senior executive representative(s), independent of the CA and the 
constituent local authorities, to the SIF‟s internal and external investment 
panels, giving it an active voice in project prioritisation and portfolio monitoring; 

 LEP sector specialists will routinely join project teams for SIF investments to 
lend sector expertise to the proposition. In this way, the CA and LEP will co-
develop investment propositions; 

 Its chair is a non-voting member of the CA board and will routinely provide a 
LEP view of projects at the time of their submission for approval; 

 It collaborates in policy formation, most notably with the Local Industrial 
Strategy; 

 It allows certain funds that it receives – Local Growth Funds in the main – to be 
invested on the SIF platform. In so doing, it relies on this the Liverpool City 
Region National Local Growth Assurance Framework. The LEP Board has 
satisfied itself that its reliance on this Assurance Framework meets HM 
Government reporting requirements. 

 
Besides SIF investment, the Combined Authority and LEP are collaborating on inward 
investment, place and destination marketing, internationalisation strategies and other 
growth promoting areas, in response to the 2018 LEP review, the Liverpool City 
Region LEP and CA reviewed its executive structures and resources and re-purposed 
the pre-existing commercial entity to provide delivery capacity for LCR priorities. 
 
LCR Combined Authority (“LCRCA”): Role and Responsibilities 
 
LCRCA is a mayoral combined authority whose membership currently comprise the 
Liverpool City Region Metro Mayor (the “Metro Mayor”), the five local authority leaders 
of Halton, Knowsley, Sefton, St Helens and Wirral Councils, the elected Mayor of 
Liverpool City Council and the Chair of the LEP. Warrington and West Lancashire 
Borough Councils are Associate Members, and the Merseyside Police and Crime 
Commissioner and the Chair of the Transport Committee are co-opted Members. 
 
The remit and authority of the LCRCA is detailed within the two devolution agreements 
(November 2015 and March 2016) as well as the LCRCA‟s constitution. 
 
The LCRCA governs through a small number of dedicated Committees, each with their 
own remit. These Committees operate to ensure effective management and oversight 
of delivery against LCRCA obligations and objectives.  
  
The LCRCA also has a number of portfolios, in order to balance democratic 
accountability with delivery capacity. These portfolios cover the LCRCA‟s key priorities 
and competencies and are each led by a different Member of the LCRCA. 
 
The portfolios of the LCRCA are set out below: 
 

 Business Support (led by the Chair of the LEP); 

 Inclusive Economy and Third Sector; 

 Climate Emergency and Renewable Energy; 

 Culture, Tourism and the Visitor Economy; 
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 Digital Connectivity and Inclusion; 

 Education, Skills, Equality and Diversity; 

 Housing and Spatial Framework; 

 Policy, Reform and Resources; 

 Transport and Air Quality; and 

 Criminal Justice. 
 
The portfolio teams may include SIF interventions in their delivery plan and may use 
their portfolio responsibility to engage with the Combined Authority‟s Investment Team 
(directly or through the CA board). SIF activity forms a base component of the 
“Inclusive Economy and Third Sector, Digital Connectivity and Inclusion”, “Housing 
and Spatial Framework” and “Transport and Air Quality” portfolios.  

 
Clearly the portfolio responsibilities describe a wider range of responsibilities than the 
relationship between the LEP and CA require, but in including the LEP it is ensured 
that a truly inclusive approach to growth is followed. 
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Schedule 2 - Reserved and delegated powers for decision 
making over funds awarded to Liverpool City Region LEP 

 
September 2020 

 
1. Introduction 

 
1.1 In 2019, following the publication of the National Local Growth Assurance 

Framework (NLGAF) guidance, the Liverpool City Region LEP (LCR LEP) 
adopted the legal personality of the Liverpool City Region Combined 
Authority (LCRCA). 
 

1.2 The NLGAF, whilst allowing this arrangement, was clear on the continued 
accountability of LEPs for all funds awarded to it and the need to preserve 
the independence of LEPs even where adopting the legal personality of the 
Mayoral Combined Authority (MCA) rather than becoming an incorporated 
entity in its own right. 

 

1.3 To aid transparency and provide clarity over how decisions are made over 
the funds awarded to LCR LEP, this schedule details the funds received and 
whether the LEP makes the funding decision or has delegated that authority 
to another entity. Where these decisions are made by the LCR CA these are 
covered by LCR‟s NLGAF which is a joint Assurance Framework between 
the LEP and MCA. 

 

1.4 Decisions taken by the LEP are executed by the LCR CA as its Accountable 
Body but are not subject to LCR CA approval, but they are subject to the 
normal checks and balances associated with using public funds. The legality 
and appropriateness of these decision and the use of the funds is subject to 
Section 73 Officer approval and is within the scope of the LCR CA Overview 
and Scrutiny Committee. 
 

1.5 This schedule will be updated whenever there are changes to the funds 
awarded to the LCR LEP and in any case annually alongside a review of the 
NLGAF. 
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2. Funding Awards to LCR LEP and decision-making powers 

 
Fund/Grant Funder (Original 

Source) 
Purpose Value 

£‟000 
Term LEP 

Reserved 
Decision 

Delegated 
Decision 

REVENUE 

LEP Core MHCLG Basic capacity provision for LEP -- refer 
to guidance and fund use submission 

500 Annual allocation 
following Annual 
Performance Review 
outcome and 
submission of 
application 
 

Yes  

Local Growth Hub 
Core 

BEIS  
 
 
 
Provision of Growth Hub function for 
LCR 

780 Annual allocation 
following submission 
of Annual Report 
and funding use 
proposal 
 

Yes  

Local Growth Hub 
Peer to Peer 
Networks 

BEIS 210 Annual allocation 
after application 
process 

Yes  

Careers and 
Enterprise Hub 

Careers and 
Enterprise Company 

To provide an Enterprise Advisory 
service to schools 

546 Total from Sept 
2018 to Sept 2021 

Yes  

543 Extension to Sept 
2022 

Yes  

Key Account 
Management  

DIT To manage the relationship with primes 
in LCR 

54 Annual allocation 
(2021-22 value) 

Yes  

North West Local 
Energy Hub 

BEIS Provision of a North West Energy Hub 
based in LCR 

1,242 3 years from Sep 
2018 

Yes – subject 
to NW LEP 
Board 
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Growing Places 
Fund - Revenue 

MHCLG To support the development of projects 283 One-off grant Yes  

Growing Places 
Fund – Interest 
Repayments 

GPF Recipients  GPF was provided as interest bearing 
loan support 

340 Non-recurring Yes  

CAPITAL 

Growing Places 
Fund – Original 
allocation 

BEIS To support development and remediation 
of stalled sites – intended as a loan fund 

7,652 One-off grant No LCR CA 

Growing Places 
Fund – Recycled 
Funds 

BEIS Repaid GPF loans 10,398 Non-recurring unless 
provided as loan 

No LCR CA 
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Annex 1 - Terms of Reference of the Investment Panel 
 
To support LCRCA‟s policy and investment team in providing the right type of 
funding to the highest impact projects, LCRCA will establish an Investment Panel 
(the “Panel”) including seasoned leaders from priority business sectors, investment 
and other cross-cutting areas. The Panel will comprise these independent members 
and LCRCA officers whose role is to represent their area of service in the combined 
authority (policy, finance, legal, programme management etc.)   
 
LCRCA may fund projects promoted by third parties (for example, by lending to a 
real estate developer) or created by the policy team to address a known priority (for 
example, to offer digital skills and maths training to a certain group of people). Either 
way, projects will move through a staged investment process from strategic outline 
review to outline review to final review, and finally to CA approval. The Panel shall 
oversee projects from strategic outline to final review. Projects submitted for CA 
approval are considered by LCRCA‟s political leaders. 
 
It is critical that the Panel be considered competent and engaged, capable of 
assuring a first-class investment process and demonstrating to all that LCR is 
credible in performing its economic growth responsibilities.  
 
Independent members will have no executive responsibility but will provide advice on 
strategy, planning, proposed investments and overall SIF performance. The Panel‟s 
recommendations will critically inform LCRCA leaders‟ decision making. 
 
Independent Members 
 
LCRCA will select independent members on the basis of their experience, expertise 
and alignment with the city region‟s objectives. Members are likely to have acted as 
senior executives in their organisation and be accustomed to the duties of an 
executive or supervisory board member.  
 
LCRCA may favour members in the sectoral expertise in land and property 
(commercial and residential), life sciences, advanced manufacturing, infrastructure, 
energy and low carbon, digital and creative, tourism and the maritime/offshore 
industry. The CA may also favour cross-sectoral expertise in investment 
management, finance, innovation and the provision of skills and education.  
 
Inclusive growth and sustainability form a core part of our investment strategy and 
should be represented. 
 
Duties of the Panel 
 
The Panel shall:- 
 

 Review the SIF business plan and identify opportunities for improvement 

 Review the SIF portfolio and identify opportunities to improve performance 

 Consider project submissions at the strategic outline, interim and final review 
stages and provide guidance (detailed where necessary) on: 

 
— The project‟s strategic fit with LCRCA‟s objectives and investment strategy 
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— The project‟s quality with respect to its structure, delivery, operations, 
financing and impact 

— The project‟s risks, mitigation of these risks and portfolio impact 
— The structure, role and risks of LCRCA‟s proposed financial contribution 
— Opportunities to enhance LCRCA‟s impact by linking and/or modifying 

other projects and interventions under consideration 
 
Operation of the Panel  
 
The Panel will discharge its duties on the basis of submissions prepared by 
LCRCA‟s investment team. Project submissions may be accompanied by external 
economic appraisals designed to evaluate the project‟s contribution to economic, 
social and environmental outcomes. The Panel may call for support in analysing 
projects where it wishes better to understand it. Papers will be distributed five 
business days in advance (unless by exception).  
 
Independent Members will operate by consensus in formulating meeting minutes that 
will guide LCRCA in conducting diligence, negotiations and decisions about projects. 
In particular, the Panel will submit concise but detailed commentary to LCRCA 
leaders before they consider approving a project.  
 
LCRCA Panel members will hold rights of veto on projects. These rights are 
designed to assure that each department (legal, finance, programme management 
etc.) can assure compliance with its operating requirements. The Panel will initially 
comprise 6-8 independent members. It will meet up to twelve times a year. LCRCA 
will facilitate independent members‟ attendance at those meetings where their 
expertise is most valuable.  
 
LCRCA will appoint independent members following an open advert and selection 
process led by the Authority‟s Nomination Committee which includes the Combined 
Authority‟s Head of Paid Service, the Interim Executive Director of Strategic 
Commissioning and Delivery and Managing Director of the Local Enterprise 
Partnership. The target term of membership will be two or three years.  
 
LCRCA will appoint a chairperson and deputy chairperson to oversee the Panel‟s 
efficient operation.  
 
Panel members will not receive any remuneration, but reasonable expenses will be 
met. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Annex 2 - Minimum Criteria for a “Call” 
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Approach to Calling Projects 
 
The constituent councils and CA wish to identify and fund those projects that best fit 
the investment strategy in ways that have the greatest cumulative impact in reaching 
the objectives rather than projects that are simply available to be funded. The 
investment strategy states: 
 
We will strive to be flexible, creative and “mode agnostic”, i.e. to fund the most 
effective delivery of our objectives without favouring any one type of intervention. 
Our aim is not a physical legacy but a human one, benefitting all our residents and 
communities.   
 
The approach, therefore, will start by defining funding available, the strategic 
outcomes the CA wishes to facilitate and then work to set parameters for how those 
outcomes can be realised.  
 
Funding Available 
 
LCRCA will clearly state the total sum of funding to be invested and the source(s) of 
that funding. The type of funding available and who may apply for that funding will be 
defined.  
 
Minimum requirements: volume and source of funds. 
 
Outcomes Sought 
 
The way the CA identifies the outcomes it seeks to “buy” will depend on the funds 
available to invest. The Strategic Investment Fund is a platform for diverse 
government and other funding, and each source may have its own objectives and 
requirements.  
 
When calling projects, the CA will state the outcomes the funds available are 
targeting. Outcomes may apply whatever the sector or type of project, for instance 
where the CA wishes to consider projects that improve local productivity and 
employment, and recognises that both, say, innovation funding and property 
development are credible ways to realise those outcomes. Alternatively, funds may 
be restricted to a single theme, like skills, where projects must realise improved 
learner outcomes.  
 
Minimum requirements: strategic objectives and outcomes by source of funds.  
 
Sectoral and Thematic Allocations 
 
After defining the outcomes sought, the CA will establish the themes and sectors that 
– and are not – eligible for the funding round.  
 
The CA will draw themes and sectors from the approved investment strategy. When 
doing so, it may refer to the priorities already contained in the investment strategy or 
may further specify priorities that the CA wishes to address to support the realisation 
of outcomes sought by narrowing the range of project and output types. If further 
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priorities are specified in a call, the CA will indicate how these priorities will be 
treated in the prioritisation process. 
 
For each theme and sector, the CA will indicate commitment targets/ranges and 
whether these indications are firm or soft. For example, it might state that the CA 
proposes to provide £10-15 million out of a total £30 million in funding to business 
support services and that in no case will the CA provide more than £15 million in 
total.  
 
Minimum requirements: Eligible sectors and themes, priorities from the investment 
strategy or further guidance, parameters for funding allocation, parameters for 
individual projects.  
 
Project Parameters 
 
After establishing these allocations, the CA will provide project level guidance, 
identifying requirements and restrictions that each project must observe in order to 
be considered. It will specify which elements of this guidance are compulsory and 
which are advisory.  
 
This guidance will be provided at the fund and/or sectoral/thematic level, whichever 
is most likely to guide project sponsors in understanding the criteria.   
 
Project parameters will include size; likely SIF/public funding intensity (for which we 
will differentiate between repayable and non-repayable funding); timing of launch, 
delivery and operation; stakeholder support; private investment and match funding. 
The CA will address impact and outputs separately; this section will refer to the 
formation and delivery of the project rather than its impact.  
 
Minimum requirements: Necessary and desired project parameters, excluding 
impact. 
 
Funding Parameters 
 
The CA will outline a range and limits for the repayable and non-repayable funding 
we will consider providing to any project. As with the project parameters, it will 
specify whether the range is indicative or compulsory.  
 
When specifying these parameters, the CA may provide non-binding guidance on 
the funding approach it is seeking to obtain for different types of project.  
 
Minimum requirements: Advisory and compulsory funding parameters. 
 
Outputs Sought and Appraisal Criteria 
 
For funds overall, and each eligible sector or theme, the CA will specify the 
intermediate outputs it is targeting in making the call.  
 
For example, transport projects requesting £5 million or more of public funds are 
required to submit a more detailed appraisal. It follows naturally that projects of this 
type will provide a Benefit Cost Ratio calculated under the WebTAG methodology 
and that the CA will consider that output in reaching its funding decision.  
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The CA may provide reference rates that indicate the output intensity it expects from 
projects as well as hurdle rates that projects must achieve in order to be considered 
for funding. For instance, the CA may state that the national cost per job range in 
sector A is £10,000 and that it expects all projects to meet a cost per job hurdle of 
£15,000 or less.  
 
The CA may also provide guidance on outputs it expects to be delivered but not 
expect formally to appraise. These may include local employment intensity, 
contributions to inclusive growth or environmental improvements. Wherever 
guidance is issued it will state clearly the role the outputs have in project appraisal.    
 
Finally, the CA will confirm the approach it will take in appraising projects. This will 
be done with reference to the investment strategy and assurance framework since 
these documents formalise the CA‟s approach, and to provide further guidance only 
by exception.  
 
Minimum requirements: target outputs by funding source, sector and theme, detailing 
reference, hurdle and additional criteria; confirmation of appraisal methodology.  
 
Call Particulars 
 
Finally, the CA will define the key dates and requirements for each call. It will confirm 
the timing of the call and the date by which project sponsors must have submitted 
their completed and satisfactory expression of interest; the format of the expression 
of interest to be submitted; and other factors sponsors need to observe in 
considering their position.  
 
As the CA matures, it will look to provide indicative timescales for project approval.  
 
Minimum requirements: timing of call, format of registering interest. 
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Annex 3 - Summary Contents of a Final Business Case 
(FBC) 
 

Full Business Case Requirements  

All Applications  Supporting Evidence (to include as 
appropriate) 

Project Details and Overview 

Overview, sector, funding sought, 

timetable and changes since last 

submission 

 

Fit with LCR investment priorities 

Impacts 

Financial performance 

Deliverability 

Value for money 

Key risks 

 

Strategic Case 

Strategic Fit and Case for Change 

Investment Objectives 

Outcome of Options Analysis 

Equality and Diversity and Inclusive 
Growth 
 

Economic Case 

Results of Economic Appraisal 

Key Metrics (NPPV, BCR, Jobs, 
Leverage) 
Non-monetised Impacts 

 

Financial Case 

Business Plan  

Key Sensitivities 

Financial Projections 

Funding Sought and Key Terms 

Explanation of Market Failure 

 

Commercial Case 

Risks – to CA and for Project 

Diligence and Legal Commentary 

 

Management Case 

Deliverability & Leadership 

Outstanding Issues and Conditions to 
Funding  
 

Green Book RAG summary 

 

Sector specific due diligence 

 

Options Annex 

 

Economic Appraisal, including AST and 

benchmarking where available 

 

Financial Model 

 

Organogram of the project 

 

Risk register 

 

Heads of Terms 

 

State Aid opinion 
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Monitoring and Evaluation Plan 
 

Other 
State Aid Approach 
Panel Comments 
Other Factors 
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Annex 4 - Guidelines for the Provision of Pre-development 

Funding from the Strategic Investment Fund 
 

Item Detail 

Pre-development 

Funding 

Financial support in aid of potential SIF projects, to be drawn 

from funds available for SIF investment.  

 

Duration Pre-development Funding shall be available for 2 years 

under this funding. The CA may at any time seek to amend 

these terms by approval of CA Members. 

 

Amount The CA shall request 10% of funds SIF available for 

transport projects and 5% of all other funds available to 

invest. 

 

Purpose  To provide funding that could identify, improve or expedite a 

project with high probability of receiving SIF support under 

the SIF investment strategy and, usually, within the scope of 

an existing / forthcoming funding round.  

 

Eligible Projects 1. A project which, sufficiently elaborated, has a high 

probability of meeting the objectives, priorities and 

requirements established by the SIF Investment Strategy 

and therefore receiving support. 

2. A study which seeks to establish the market and key 

parameters for a project which, sufficiently elaborated, 

has a high probability of meeting the objectives, priorities 

and requirements established by the SIF Investment 

Strategy and therefore receiving support. 

 

For the avoidance of doubt, these requirements include the 

ability to meet the SIF‟s value for money criteria and 

expectations.  

 

Eligible Activities 

 

 

 Project preparatory work until the earlier of: 

o Selection of a preferred option for detailed design 

(e.g. GRIP stage 3 for Network Rail) 

o Ability of the sponsor to capitalise costs associated 

with preparation 

o Approval of SIF funding commitment 

 

Such work may include:  

 Feasibility Studies;  

 Options Appraisals;  

 Market Studies; 

 Business Plan Development; 
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Item Detail 

 Outline design work; 

 Master Planning; 

 Pre-application planning activities / scoping studies, 

transport impact analysis, environmental impact. 

 

Such development work must be required in order for the 

applicant to submit a later application for SIF funding. 

 

No Pre-development Funding shall support a recipient 

organisation‟s internal costs (though internal costs may be 

considered as co-financing at the CA‟s sole discretion). 

 

Approval Process The CA, through its Internal Panel, will determine the 

eligibility of projects and studies.  

 

Unless by exception, it will consider project funding requests 

at the Outline stage of the SIF approval process. It will 

consider studies at an earlier stage.  

 

Application for development funding to be presented to 

Internal Panel, detailing: 

 Proposed long-term project; 

 Purpose of Development Funding/Eligible Activities and 

link to overall project / why required prior to SIF 

application; 

 Link to SIF objectives and priorities; 

 Amount required;  

 Confirmation that funding requested is additional; and 

 Public Procurement approach (see below). 

 

Information above to be incorporated into a standard short 
application form. 
 

Reporting to the CA 

 

The Investment Team will report quarterly on: 

 Projects supported with Development Funding; 

 Amount allocated; 

 Amount spent; and 

 Outcome of support. 

 

Review of Decision 

Making 

A CA Member may request the review of an award or refusal 
to award Development Funding. The Metro Mayor and 
portfolio holder for Inclusive Economy & Third Sector will 
hear this review.  
 

Minimum/Maximum Pre-development funding shall be:- 
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Item Detail 

Funding Available 

 

 

 provided in the minimum amount necessary to secure the 

specified (and agreed) outcome 

 additional, and is not intended to replace other 

organisations‟ project development capacity. 

 

Main Conditions 

 
 Development Funding shall only meet external costs 

(such as professional advisors) related to such eligible 

activities. Organisations‟ internal costs (staff time etc.) are 

not eligible. 

 

 Funding required to be approved by CA prior to 

commencement of Eligible Activities; 

 

 For projects sponsored by the CA (Commissioned 

Projects): up to 100% of the cost of Eligible Activities; 

 

 For projects sponsored by 3rd parties: up to 90% of the 

cost of Eligible Activities in the transport sector and up 

to 60% in all other sectors; 

 

 A development work agreement in place with the 

Sponsor (for projects sponsored by 3rd parties) 

covering: 

 

 Agreed scope of work of third parties or such scope to 

be agreed with CA prior to commencement; 

 

 Requirement of CA to approve identity of parties and 

contracts (so that there are no adverse limitations on 

Intellectual Property / restrictions of use) undertaking 

the work (if not already identified); 

 

 CA to be co-beneficiary/addressee of work undertaken 

/ relevant 3rd party to have equivalent duty of care to 

CA. All reports / deliverables to be provided to the CA. 

 

 Except where commercial confidentiality requires 

otherwise, CA be able to use deliverables for wider 

purpose; 

 

 Sponsor accepts CA‟s obligations as a public body 

(such as FOI and public sector procurement 

requirements); 

 

 Where considered appropriate, CA entitlement to 
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Item Detail 

attend any meetings with external third parties in 

respect of progress reporting / interim findings etc.; 

and 

 

 Funding drawn down on provision of copy invoices 

certified as properly payable by the Sponsor. 

 

In general, it is anticipated such agreement will be set 

out in a letter to be countersigned. 

 

Public Procurement Where 3rd parties are being engaged by recipient of funding 

this may fall within CA requirements to undertake a 

procurement exercise. Where relevant, waiver of requirement 

to undertake a procurement exercise will be sought as part of 

the Approval Process. 

 

State Aid It is expected that any funding provided will fall below de 

minimis limits. Where this is not the case, the CA will require 

a State Aid compliant funding route.  
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Annex 5 - The Governance of Growth Hub Funding 
 
1. Introduction 
 

1.1 As part of the Liverpool City Region Growth Deal, the Liverpool City 
Region has secured funding to deliver a wide range of initiatives that 
support growth.  

 
1.2 To secure the effective use of funding awarded by HM Government to 

the LEP and CA, the Liverpool City Region‟s LEP and CA have agreed 
an Assurance Framework. This is to ensure that robust local 
arrangements are in place to ensure value-for-money and the effective 
selection, delivery and management of projects. This framework 
extends to the use of funds awarded to support the provision of a Local 
Growth Hub. 

 
1.3 This document details the specific arrangements pertaining to the use 

of Growth Hub funding and is annexed to the National Local Growth 
Assurance Framework agreed by the LEP and CA March and April 
2019, respectively. It should also be read in conjunction with the 
Growth Hub offer letter from the department for Business, Innovation 
and Skills (BIS) on 6 March 2015 and updated in subsequent years by 
the department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS). 

 
2. Governance and project management 

 
 Governance 
 
2.1 Oversight of the Growth Hub is the responsibility of the Enterprise 

Advisory Board, a sub-board of the Local Enterprise Partnership Board. 
The membership of this board consists of representatives from LEP 
partners including; Local Authorities, Chambers of Commerce, and 
other private sector bodies. This group works closely with Growth Hub 
staff to set a suitable strategy of business growth for the City Region 
which the Growth Hub leads on. 

 
2.2 The terms of reference of the Enterprise Advisory Board clearly set out 

the roles and responsibilities of the board and how the Growth Hub is 
intended to operate. These can be found here; 

 
https://www.liverpoollep.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Enterprise-Board-

TOR-Mar-17.pdf 
 
2.2 The accountable body for the Growth Hub is the Liverpool City Region 

Combined Authority who execute this role through Merseytravel. The 
latter issued a Grant Funding Agreement (the „Agreement‟) to the LCR 
Growth Company to commission it to deliver the Growth Hub project on 
its behalf and to support activities specified in Schedules 1 and 3 of 
BIS‟ offer letter dated 6 March 2015. 
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2.3 The Combined Authority will scrutinise the LEP‟s activities in respect of 
this fund in accordance with existing processes. The Audit and 
Governance Committee and Overview and Scrutiny Panel within the 
CA‟s structure may scrutinise delivery and compliance with this 
assurance framework. The LEP‟s activities are subject to audit by the 
Combined Authority‟s Internal Auditors. 

 
2.4 As the Growth Hub fund is limited in scope to the provision of business 

services, a separate process of prioritisation is not required in order to 
release funding for specific projects, as is the case with other Growth 
Deal funds. 

 
2.5 In the event that Growth Hub funds are used as match for subsequent 

funding bids (e.g. a European Regional Development Fund bid), then 
an accountable body shall firstly be identified and agreed by the CA.   
The agreed accountable body shall assume all liabilities associated 
with any such subsequent bids and funding. 

 
 Management 
 
2.6 £550,000 of Growth Hub funding was initially granted for the 2015-16 

financial year to the Combined Authority, as the accountable body for 
Growth Deal-related funds. Subsequently, £451,000 per year was 
awarded for 2016-17,2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20 but further funds 
were added and consolidated into an annual award of £780k from 
2020-21 onwards. This award is supplemented from time to time such 
as for Peer Networks. The Growth Hub project is being delivered by a 
co-operative of delivery partners under the leadership of a lead delivery 
agent.   

 
2.7 The day to day management of the Growth Hub is by the lead delivery 

agent through a dedicated role (the Head of Business Growth) who 
reports directly to the Managing Director of the lead delivery agent. 
They have primary responsibility to manage the contracts with the 
brokerage partners, BEIS and the CA. The Managing Director also 
attends the Enterprise Advisory Board. 

 
2.8 The lead delivery agent will provide Merseytravel with full access to 

financial and progress reports in order to ensure the assurance 
framework conditions are met and an independent audit certificate is 
required at the end of each financial year. This process ensures there 
is a full audit and management trail for both funding and activity as well 
as a level of transparency across the Growth Hub and partners. 

 
2.9 The Agreement made clear that the Combined Authority‟s funding 

contribution is a capped contribution and will be subject to clawback in 
the event of any mismanagement or misuse. In the event that the 
project costs escalate, then the Combined Authority will not be liable for 
any costs, as its contribution is capped. Any overspends will need to be 
managed from within existing contingency budgets of the delivery body. 
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Merseytravel will require regular updates on spend profiles and on any 
emerging issues or problems.   

 
2.10 Any future funds from BEIS for the continuation or extension of Growth 

Hub activities after 2019-20 and beyond shall also be transferred to the 
LCR Growth Company for delivery on the same terms, unless 
otherwise stipulated by the Combined Authority. 

 
2.11 The lead delivery agent will meet the definition of a contracting 

authority for public contract regulations. As such, it will be subject to 
Public Contract Regulations 2015 (PCR) for all of its procurement 
activity. 

 
2.12 The LCR LEP Company issued a formal OJEU notice in respect of 

services required to deliver Growth Hub brokerage and management 
activities. This was an open procurement process, with all of the 
appropriate contractual documentation published as required with the 
notice. All background documentation was made available to the 
Combined Authority‟s Head of Corporate Services.  

 
2.13 This process was managed by the LCR LEP Company, in a fully OJEU 

compliant manner. The Agreement stipulated that the LCR LEP 
Company shall comply with all aspects of the PCR, and that the LCR 
LEP Company is financially liable in the event of any deviation from 
these processes or in the event of any external challenge. This liability 
is assumed by the present lead delivery agent, the LCR Growth 
Company. 

 
2.14 Each broker has an SLA and handbook which details targets and 

definitions and how the broker is an unbiased position which means 
brokering businesses into the most suitable destination be it either a 
funded programme or a private sector advisor. All interactions and 
brokerages are recorded in a dedicated CRM system and detailed 
reports and analyses are produced to ensure that businesses are 
indeed receiving an unbiased and effective service. 

 
2.15 No financial advantage shall be gained by the delivery body as a result 

of this grant and programme of activity. Mechanisms shall be 
developed to prevent cross subsidy of public funding into commercial 
activities, and confirmed in writing with Merseytravel. 

 
3. Other aspects  
 

3.1 The Agreement from Merseytravel stipulated that a funding condition 
will be to monitor and evaluate the Growth Hub project. The delivery 
body will develop and submit to Merseytravel a monitoring and 
evaluation method statement, in addition to BEIS‟s monitoring 
requirements, and which shall be funded by the LEP.   
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3.2 The LEP shall be responsible for securing compliance with the 
Accountable Body‟s Equality and Diversity policies and with the 
provisions of the Equality Act 2010. The project could have impactions 
in terms of the diversity of businesses and entrepreneurs that are 
beneficiaries from the project. This will need to be addressed by the 
LEP in its delivery of the project, in terms of the diversity of businesses 
and entrepreneurs targeted. 

 
3.3  Any complaints or concerns about Growth Hub funding shall be 

directed to and administered by the Combined Authority‟s Monitoring 
Officer. 
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Annex 6 - Enforcement Pathway 

As specified in section 5.6 of this Assurance Framework, the CA is prepared to 
enforcement action against projects that it deems to be non-compliant or in breach of 

funding agreements. The below process is the pathway that the CA will adhere to in 

determining whether enforcement action is appropriate: 

 
Step 1 – Identification 

 

Where a member of the PMO team has identified a concern that a project is, or is 

likely to become, non-compliant or in breach of the funding agreement, this should 

be clearly documented. Any dialogue or correspondence highlighting the concerns of 

the relevant PMO team member should also be logged. 

 

Step 2 – Communication  

 

Once the PMO team have satisfied themselves that the above concerns have 

materialised and are not being addressed, correspondence will be issued to the 

relevant project by a Director or suitable delegate. This correspondence will highlight 

the concerns of the CA in relation to this project and ask that the matters of concern 

be addressed. At this stage, the project will be brought to the attention of the 

Enforcement Panel. 

 

Step 3 – Enforcement Panel 

 

Should the identified concerns continue to develop and not be addressed within 30 

days of the communication detailed in Step 2, the Enforcement Panel will convene. 

The Panel will examine the alleged default on the funding agreement, according to 

the Principles of Enforcement, and identify what, if any, enforcement measures are 

appropriate as a remedy. 

 

Step 4 – Recommendation 

 

Where the Enforcement Panel determines that this matter has not and cannot be 

resolved without entering legal proceedings, they will notify the PMO, the Investment 

Team and the CA‟s Legal Department of their recommended action for enforcement. 

The Legal Department will then forward correspondence to the relevant project 

informing them that legal proceedings will be initiated, as well as the nature of those 

proceedings. 

 

If the Enforcement Panel determines that legal measures are not appropriate in the 

circumstances, they may still provide the PMO, the Investment Team and the Legal 

Department with a recommendation as to how to proceed in relation to this project. 

Where no official enforcement action is identified, this will be communicated to the 

project by a representative of the Enforcement Panel. 
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Annex 7 – LCR LEP Statement on Equality and Diversity 

Commitment 
 

Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (LCR LEP) is dedicated to 

supporting a fully inclusive and diverse culture. We recognise that we have a 

leadership role in promoting diversity and eliminating discrimination and seek to do 

this in the way we conduct ourselves and our business and, in encouraging others, 

to embrace inclusion at the heart of all that we do.  

 

LCR LEP recognises that diversity and inclusion is vital for the sustainability of 

businesses and economies. Everyone stands to benefit when we embrace and 

value the diversity of thoughts, ideas and ways of working that people from 

different backgrounds, experiences and identities bring. 

Our aim is to ensure that the LCR LEP Board and its sub-boards will provide an 
environment where individuals are treated on the basis of merit and without 
prejudice. The LCR LEP aims to become a board that is made up of people who 
represent the diversity of the Liverpool City Region. We recognise, respect and 
value equality and diversity and will strive to embrace this as our underpinning 
approach in all we do to serve the interests of our membership. 

LCR LEP is committed to ensuring that at least one third of board members and of 
its sub-boards are women by 2020, with the expectation for equal representation by 
2023. 

This statement recognises our belief that everyone should have the right to be free 

of any direct or indirect discrimination and harassment or bullying. This includes on 

the basis of age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage/civil partnership, 

pregnancy/maternity, race, religion or belief, gender or sexual orientation, as well 

as different backgrounds, life experiences, career paths and diversity of thought. 

We are opposed to all forms of unlawful, unfair and inappropriate discrimination.  

LCR LEP understand that a „one-size-fits all‟ approach does not achieve fairness 

and equality of opportunity for everyone. People have different personal needs, 

values and beliefs. A truly diverse Board and sub board structure will include and 

make good use of differences in the skills, geographical, community and industry 

experience, background, race, gender and other qualities. These differences will 

be considered in determining the optimum composition of the Board and its sub-

boards, when possible, should be balanced appropriately.  

Boards whose members have different backgrounds and experience are more 

likely to encourage debate and to make better decisions. The Appointments 

Committee will review and assess the Board and its sub boards composition on 

behalf of the Board and, when recommending new appointments, to the LCR LEP 

Board and will be mindful of achieving the optimum composition. In so doing, the 

Appointments Committee will act upon the benefits of all aspects of diversity 

including, but not limited to, those described above, in order to maintain an 

appropriate range and balance of skills, experience and background on the Board 
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and its sub-boards. In identifying suitable candidates for appointment to the Board, 

the Committee will consider candidates on merit against objective criteria and with 

due regard for the benefits of diversity on the Board and its sub- boards. 

In addition to making these requirements of the Appointments Committee, the LEP 

Board will nominate from its number, one member, to act as its Champion for 

Equality and Diversity supported by a Task Group to proactively develop initiatives 

and actions to promote and embed best practice.  

The Champion will be a member of the Appointments Committee. They will 

consider the LCR LEP Board‟s conduct and the sub-groups in fulfilling their 

commitment to promote equality and diversity and to eliminate discrimination. This 

will be undertaken by measuring performance through regular review and 

evaluation and by taking positive action for a whole system approach in achieving 

this. 
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